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Systems
Union

)utrun the Competition!
Winning is hard work. Before you raise
you r hands in the dance of victory, you
need to spend thousands of hours preparing for the competition.
Just like racing, international business
requires finely tuned systems, working in
concert. Information is critical to creating
your strategy. Competitors hound your
every movement. You need any edge you
can get.
SunSystems accounting software from
Systems Union can give your company the
winning advantage in the battle for global
markets.
SunSystems helps you build universal
reporting standards to develop a seamless
international business. Our software provides you with high -level functionality for
operating globally, with market - leading
features in multi - currency, multiple languages (22 in all) and multi - platform features favored by 10,500 users in 160 countries.
Systems Union, with ISO 9001 quality
standards certification, gives you all the
right tools to manage your business
aggressively and the power to outrace the
competition.
Call 1- 800 - 542 -5420
Internet: http:llwww.systemsuniomcom

SunSystems
Financial Software for a Competitive Edge
Circle No. 15
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1%HOW JITSTAFFINGCANADDVALUE
0TOYOURACCOUNTINGDEPARTMENT
BY MAX MESSMER
Just as manufacturers are handling inventories
just -in -time, so also are managers handling
their human resources. When a big financial
project is under way, controllers are turning to
temps to handle routine accounting department
business, thus avoiding the expense of hiring
full -time staffers and then firing them when the
project is finished.

32AGUIDETOSUCCESSFUL
Ig OUTSOURCING
Datawarehousescan provideaquantum leap in datamanipulation. 39

(over. Coping with a fast moving, highly competitive
marketplace requires innovative
thinking and extraordinary
agility. See p. B. Photo by
Bob Grant,NYC.

BY ROBERT G. ARALOVETZ
Outsourcing doesn't have to be traumatic. The
key is to establish a relationship that gives the
client access to best business practices, professional knowledge, and practical information.

18ABCINAVIRTUALCORPORATION

39LEVERAGINGTHEDATAWAREHOUSE

12 BY TIM R. V. DAVIS AND
BRUCE L. DARLING, CMA
A virtual corporation is a company that out sources traditional functions, thus eliminating
the need for investment in plant, equipment,
and factory personnel. The story of Franco
Harris's Super Bakery illustrates how one
company developed performance reporting and
activity -based costing to manage such out sourced functions.
Certificateof.9,terit

JU BY WALTER SAULS
Information provided by the data warehouse
has both tactical and strategic value. The warehouse sources are widespread, its structures are
organized and stacked deep, and its predictions
are likely to be long range.

44DEVELOPINGATIMELINEFORSUCCESS
BY KATHY WILLIAMS AND JAMES HART
Timeline, Inc. CEO John Calahan— accountant
turned entrepreneur — emphasizes that management accountants can help increase the value of
their companies, but they need the right tools
for maximum productivity.

& A r t i c l e me e ts N ASBA & IMAI C MA C PE r e quire me nts .
Ar ticle me ets IMA /C MA C PE r equir e me nts .
These articles will be included in IMA's quarterly se lf -study quiz, which you can order
by calling 1.800- 638 -4427, ext. 278.
MANAGEMENT AccouNTING® (ISSN 0025 -1690) is published monthly by the Institute of Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr., Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760, (201) 573 -9000. Price $10.00 per copy. Subs cription rat es, per year: $2 0 (i ncluded in dues , no ndeducti ble); nonmembers, $130.00.
Periodi cals postage paid at Montvale, NJ., and additional mai ling o ffices. To e nsur e uninte rrupted mail ser vice, send pres ent addr ess l abe l and
new addres s i ncl uding ZIP num ber to Dat a Entr y D ept., IMA, Mo ntvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Allow six weeps for change. IMA's telephone number is
1. 800 - 638 -4427; IMA's facsimile number is (201) 573 -0639. IMA Bulletin Board Service (modem required), 1-800-229 -1268.
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48RELATIONALDATABASES:AN
0 ACCOUNTANT'SPRIMER

BY PAUL HOOPER AND JOHN PAGE
You don't have to be a computer scientist to
access today's sophisticated databases. Here is
a description of how they work and how they
can be used to best advantage.

54PUTOLAPTOWORKINYOURDATA
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BY LAWSON ABINANTI
Instead of building the data warehouse first
and linking users to it, the usual MIS pattern,
this software expert recommends that you
start with user needs, select an Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) tool to develop the
application, and then build the data warehouse to support it.
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Perspectives
CUSTOMERSANDFUTUREMARKETS:CRITICALISSUES
IMNs Long Range Strategic Plan addresses six critical issues,
one of which relates to customers and future markets. This
critical issue h as th ree main ob jectives: profiling our market,
identifyin g the market we will serve, and significantly increasing the base of service. As in dicated in my emphasis statement, "IMA is indisp ensable in supporting the changing needs
of its members and their organizations." IMA wants to provide
members with services th ey desire, at a price they are willing
to pay. In short, we need to adopt the principles around the notion of mass customization. This idea is not just for manufacturers and service
providers, but for IMA as well. IMA needs to create a lifetime bond with our members by frequent interaction with them. IMA has many customers, each one being
unique with d ifferent and changing requ irements. We need to monitor what products and services they want, modifying existing ones or adding new ones. This may
mean modularizing our p roducts and services an d processes so we can easily make
changes at critical custom er preference points once we understand the changing
needs of our customers.
Use of the Internet and other technological advances create an array of new opportunities to reach beyond our traditional market and service m ethodologies. We
need to explore customers, services, and markets we haven't contemplated historically, With management accountan ts and i
nancial m anagement function ing more and more as p artners with operating man agement, we h ave new partn ers
who can find value by participating in IMA p rograms.
As our operating co mmittees begin the difficult task of
developin g an d im plementin g action strategies, let us think
out of the box as to who we should serve. Everyone is impacted —our dues - paying
members, our entrusted leadership volunteers, and our staff. I foresee that demographic research will be occurring constantly, our committees will be vying for their
vested interests, an d th e volunteer leadership and staff will be accessing a wide
array of information to decide what we can do with the resources available. Of
course, our resources will be expanding as we extend our area of influence. We need
your input to assist in the decision - making process. Through our shared vision of
"Global leadership in education, certification, an d practice of management accounting and financial man agemen t," we can rally arou nd the best ideas and concepts to
harness the power of change with out locking us into an untenable position. Creative thinkin g is need ed at all levels to catapu lt IMA into the 21st Century,
You, our customer, are precious. Let us hear from you through your chapter,
council, regional executive, and board members. IMA is in the process of looking
hard at what each customer needs so IMA can deliver the quality products and services you need to cope with the rapidly changing environment in which we live and
work, Speak up and be heard! We listen. You may contact me directly via e-mail,
craubens@colybrand.com to express your thoughts.
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Can we get dynamic Intranet access?
Can users navigate quickly, intuitively?
Can we get secure access worldwide?

Can it fit with our technology plans?

Can it link to other web sites?

Cane Java applets?
Can we count on1he vendor?

Can I getit now.?
Hyperion Software offers the most "can do' financial management solutions —
accounting, budgeting, reporting and analysis. Now, with the availability of our
new Spider -Man Intranet application, users have dynamic, interactive access
to all Hyperion solu tio ns throu gh standard web b rowsers and the Internet.
Providin g in telligent access to reports and charts from Hyperion's product
suite, our Spider -Man application makes it easy fo r users to navigate through,
analyze an d rep ort against yo ur critical information. And our new information
access solution fully leverages our Common Data Access (CDA) technology.
Integration with o ther web sites is po ssible by in corporating other Internet
applications directly with the Spider -Man application. In addition, hotlinks can
be m ade to oth er web sites and you can write and includ e your own Java applets.
More than 2,700 com panies are working and winn ing with Hyperion Software
right now. A strong, proven reco rd of financial ap plications expertise has earned
us credibility and valued relationships with CFOs, Corp orate Controllers, CIOs,
and their staffs.
Can Hy perio n Software really deliver this latest advancement in technology
NOW?
YES! Con tact us to find ou t how. And visit our site o n the World Wide Web
at http: / /www.hysoft.coni.

1 -800- 286 -8000

Hype rion

info @hysoft.c om

o f t w a r e

MARVEL COMICS. SPIDER -MAN TM & © 1996 MARVEL CHARACTERS, INC.
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Stephen Barlas, Editor

WALLMAN
COMMITTEEPRESENTS
RECOMMENDATIONS
Changes in requirements for 1OKs,
10Qs, and 8Ks will be part of any transition the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) makes to a "company
registration " system. That system was
recommended by the Advisory Committee on Capital Formation and Regulatory Processes chaired by Commissioner Steven Wallman . In the letter from
the Co mmittee tran sm itting its repo rt
to SEC Ch airman Arthur Levitt, Jr.,
the Co mmittee emph asized the apparent need to improve corporate disclosure, especially with regard to documents filed under the Exchange Act of
1934. Th at law
regu lates d isclosures related
to secondary
market trad in g,
disclo sures that
are mu ch
skim pier than
� hj those required
by the 1933 Securities Act,
which covers
Steven Wallman
public offerings.
"The company
registration model includes specific reforms tailored to enhance the accuracy
and reliability of info rmation, an d th e
timeliness of information ," th e letter
said. Th e SEC subsequently pu t out a
"concept release" on July 31, with a
comment deadline of September 30.
Luise Welby, an SEC official, explains
that th e Wallm an Comm ittee d id not
specifically propose any changes in the
information required in 10Ks or 1OQs.
8
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"There could be some changes in the
way th ose reports are created, though,"
she adds, "and their frequency." The
Committee did propose some changes
in 8K req uirements. Welby explains
that th e Commission heard anecdotal
testimon y that led them to believe that
some companies simply use last year's
ann ual report when preparing the curren t year's report. Somebody simply
goes back, "whites-out" the old numbers, and new numbers are supplied.
She also notes that, in many corporations, outside auditors do not get involved in the preparation of financial
reports u ntil the end of the fiscal year.
A company registration model might
prescribe much more frequent interventio n throughout the year by auditors. If the SEC decides to go forward,
it will pu t out a "proposing release"
next.

Tax RILL PASSES
ANOTHERONHORIZON
000

Although it was called a "small business" tax cut bill, the tax bill attached
to the increase in the minimum wage,
signed by President Clinton in August,
had numerous tax provisions that have
been greeted gleefully by larger companies. A big one is the repeal of Section
956A of the Internal Revenue Code. It
required companies to pay taxes on foreign income even before that income
was repatriated or, in some cases, realized abroad. Kimberly Pinter, director
of corporate finance for the National
Association of Manufacturers, says the
provision was well-intentioned but
overly broad. The intent of the provision was to prevent U.S. companies
from keeping assets earned abroad in

that country or another low -tax country for the express purpose of avoiding
U.S. taxes. While it may have discouraged some companies from hiding assets abroad , it also made it difficult for
many multinationals to fund investments at foreign facilities. The tax bill
also resurrected the research and development tax credit, which expired
mid -1995. It goes back on the books, although only for a limited time, for the
period July 1, 1996, to May 31, 1997,
for corporate tax years starting in that
11 -month period. The R&D tax credit
has expired and has been born again
too many times to count. In its latest
temporary life, it receives something of
a makeover in that companies can use
an "alternative" method to figure their
credit. It involves three separate credit
rates- 1.65%, 2.2% , and 2.75%—multiplied against three separate incremental R &D spending increase calculations. Price Waterhouse estimates the
number of companies benefiting from
the credit will rise 25% because of the
new alternative.
But jubilation over these tax cuts
could dissipate quickly depending on
who is elected President. President
Clinton has proposed a list of new targeted tax breaks; Sen. Robert Dole has
called for a 15% across-the -board personal income tax rate cut . Revenue will
have to be raised to pay for both proposals. Clinton has been more specific
about where his funds would come
from. About 60% would come from ending the export source rule, which allows U.S. multinationals to use foreign
tax credits to offset 50% of their U.S.
tax on export income. That would bring
in $5.3 billion. Randy Weiss, a former
congressional tax expert who works for
Deloitte & Touche, says multinationals
will oppose that revenue raiser strongly. A document published by the Dole/
Kemp campaign suggests a President
Dole also would go after some corporate tax provisions. It says: "If there
was ever a time when some corporations needed special breaks or favors
from Congress, that time is over."
There were no specifics given. ■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more than
15 years of experience reporting from
Washington, D.C.
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facing your situation, to take advantage of these educational opportunities.
But aside from learning the skills
associated with effective mediation,
we're all capable of applying our natural understanding of people to alleviate
problems in our offices and companies.
We can start by establishing a set of
rules to mitigate such problems. Here
are my suggestions:

`Why are workers feuding more these
daysT

Am I imagining it, or do people have a harder time these days getting along? 1 ask
because in the 12 years I've been supervising a large accounting department for a
major aerospace company I seem to be spending an increasing portion of each day
mediating disputes between employees, time that certainly could be put to more
productive use.
Robert Half, Editor

Add mediation to your skills.
I don't know whether people, in general, have more trouble getting along
these days. But I do know that you
aren't alone in your managerial
dilemma.
Accountemps, a division of Robert
Half International, conducted a recent
independent survey that polled 160
executives from the nation's largest
1,000 companies. These managers were
asked, "In general, what percentage of
management time is wasted on resolving personality conflicts ?" The average
response was 18/0.
In a survey we conducted in 1986,
the average response to the same question was 9.2% , which means we're
spending almost twice the amount of
time on employee mediation as we did
10 years ago. As you've discovered, this
activity takes a significant amoun t of
productive time fro m other managerial
responsibilities. Eighteen percent of an
executive's wo rk week translates into
nine work weeks per year. Two full
months and a week in to the third
month.
I can only speculate on the reasons
for this dramatic increase. Certainly
the fast pace of conducting business in
today's competitive climate might play
a role. An additional reason could be
the increased workplace vo latility created by all the downsizing, mergers,
and restru ctu rin g we've seen in recent
years. Competition between employees
fueled by job insecurity also should be
factored into the equation.
10
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"OK, that's enough reengineering for now!"
For all executives faced with this
additional burden, including you, the
message is clear: Effective managing of
employees now demands a new and
challenging job description, carrying a
new and challenging title— mediator.
Professional mediators bring to any
negotiation or conflict a set of special
skills, knowledge, and techniques. It
isn't an in stinctive "art." There are
principles to be applied to resolving
problems between people. For this reason, I recomm end that those seeking to
become the most productive managers
in today's business climate add "mediation" to their continuing education, not
to learn to become legal moderators,
but to achieve the skills needed to
intervene effectively when people disagree. There are a num ber of excellent
books available on how to become an
effective mediator, and courses are
offered at many universities and community colleges. I urge you, and others

■ Encourage employees to resolve
their own conflicts whenever possible and to bring those problems
to their managers only after such
efforts have failed.
■ Nurture civility and courtesy in
the workplace. We've lost too
much civility in our daily lives,
both in language and behavior.
Impress upon employees that how
they say something to a colleague
can be as important —and destructive—as what they say.
■ Delineate function and responsibilities clearly. We all tend to get
along better when each of us has
a clear understanding of what's
expected of us and of the lines of
authority.
■ Assure those who are reporting to
you that they are part of a team
in the truest sense and that each
team member must depend upon
the other to succeed. If you spot
someone eroding this concept,
take swift action to resolve the situation. It only takes one rogue to
ferment dissension.
■ Encourage everyone reporting to
you to assume a "problem - solving
attitude" when discussing sensitive issues, putting personal
issues aside in the interest of
focusing upon the problem at
hand.
There always will be conflicts
between people. That's because we're
human and different from one another.
By addressing the problem of employee
conflict in a structured and sensible
way, we'll be able to reverse the trend
and spend less of our time playing
workplace mediator. ■
Robert Half, CPA, is the founder of Robert
Half International, Inc., the world's largest
staffing service firm specializing in the accounting, finance, and information systems field. His
latest book is Finding, Hiring, and Keeping the
Best Employees (John Wiley & Sons).
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FRN
I GEBENEFT
ISANDLOWERPAYROLLTAXES
Substituting nontaxable fringe benefits for taxable compensation can lower
the federal income tax paid by employees, but the payroll tax savings available to employers is a frequently overlooked advantage of using fringe benefits to compensate employees. Many
employers can reduce total payroll
costs by adjusting compensation packages to include fringe benefits that are
not subject to federal, state, and local
payroll taxes.
The greatest payroll tax savings often result from redistributing compensation to avoid the employer's share of
the social security or FICA taxes. In
1996, employers pay 7.65% of taxable
compensation up to $62,700. Above
$62,700, the employer's share falls to
1.45 %. Employees pay an equal
amount of social security tax. Therefore, if $2,000 of compensation for an
employee earning under $62,700 could
be paid in the form of qualifying fringe
benefits, the employer would save $153
($2,000 x .0765) in social security taxes. The total savings would be reduced
by any income tax savings the employer would have received from deducting
$153 of social security taxes for income
tax purposes. The employee's share of
the social security taxes would fall
$153 as well, and the employee's federal income tax would be reduced. Other
tax reductions may be available to the
employer and employee depending on
the level of compensation and state
and local laws.
Internal Revenue Code Section 61
states that fringe benefits, in general,
are included in gross income. Various
other sections, however, allow certain
fringe benefits to escape taxation. The
following are among those items em12
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ployees may receive free of income and
social security taxes.
• Contributions to qualified retirement plans,
• Health or accident insurance,
• Self - insured medical reimbursement,
• Group -term life insurance,
• Dependent care assistance,

Tired of barking
up the wr ong tree?

BASSETS Fixed Asset System
for Windows features:
•
•
•
•
•

Performance • Ease of Use
Data Import and Export
Intelligent Data Entry
General Ledger Interface
Complete or Partial Disposal
and Transfer
For free, no obligation
full working demo, call:

Decision Support Technology
41 Spruce Run, Ramsey, NJ 07446
(201) 934 -9259
Fax: (201) 327 -5525
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• Benefits under a "cafeteria plan,"
• No additional cost services,
• Qualified employee discounts,
• Working condition fringe benefits,
• De minimis benefits,
• Qualified employee moving
expenses,
• Certain amounts paid to employees for travel and transportation
expenses,
• Meals and lodging,
• Safety and longevity achievement
awards, and
• Parking and transit passes.
Some fringe benefits escape the federal income tax but are subject to social security taxes. Salary diverted to a
Section 401(k) or SEP, for example, is
not immediately subject to the federal
income tax but would be subject to social security taxes.
Nontax factors may affect the decision to reallocate compensation. For example, a reduction in future social security benefits may result from the use
of fringe benefits instead of taxable
compensation. Employees, however,
might be willing to accept this consequence of using fringe benefits to replace taxable compensation.
Anti - discrimination rules may make
the use of fringe benefits impractical.
Most fringe benefits are subject to anti- discrimination rules, and, while the
specific requirements vary from one
fringe benefit to another and can be
somewhat complex, this generally
means that a fringe benefit cannot favor certain key employees. Key employees include owners, officers, and
highly compensated employees. Most
fringe benefits must be available to a
broad range of employees, although
some exceptions exist. For example,
employers may provide working condition and de minimis fringe benefits in
a discriminatory manner. Working condition fringe benefits include amounts
spent on professional expenses such as
dues, periodicals, licenses, continuing
education, and seminars. De minimis
fringe benefits include the value of occasional use of a copier and some other
employer facilities.
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Robed Half
8acr11rncr in Financial Rrcruiling .liner 1948.

Financial Recruiting.

NOW you can get the latest career

information from Robert Half's new
website. Click on Career Corner and you
access employment opportunities listed by
job title, experience and location.
Interested in a new position? Just send
your application and resume in to us on
the Internet!
Our web pages also feature helpful
employment information, recent press
releases, a complimentary 1996 Salary
Guide and other useful career resources.
As the leader in specialized financial
recruiting since 1948, Robert Half is the
most qualified resource to assist you with
your next career move. No other staffing
service offers you the expertise,
experience and accessibility to prime
positions like Robert Half. And there's no
cost to you for this professional service.
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Robert Half is a division of Robert Half
International, the leader in specialized
staffing services with more than 200
locations worldwide.
Contact us today and we'll get started
on helping you advance your financial
career.

M ROBERT HAIL'®
Specialized Financial Recruiting""

Visit our website at www.roberthalf.com
or call 1 -800- 474 -4253, in Canada call
1- 800 -268 -1948, to be connected
directly with your local Robert Half office.
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Certain fringe benefits require additional work on the part of employees.
For example, to claim an excludable reimbursement for travel expenses under
an "accountable" plan, employees must
provide employers with appropriate
substantiation. Otherwise, expense reimbursements are n ot excludable for
income tax or social security tax purposes. The example below illustrates
some of the benefits and challenges of
using frin ge b enefits as a substitute for
taxable compensation.
14
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Suppose an employee incurs travel
expenses in connection with his or her
job. The employer, in order to avoid
recordkeeping, pays $500 a month as a
travel allowance and does not require
that the em ployee substantiate expenses. The $6,000 per year is taxable for
both income tax and social security tax
purposes. If the employee has total
compensation at or below the social security maximum, the employer will pay
$459 ($6,000 x .0765) in social security
taxes on th e amount paid to reim burse

the employee for travel expenses. The
employee also will pay $459 in social
security taxes. The employee may be
able to deduct the actual expenses on
his or her personal tax return if documentation exists. The expenses will be
miscellaneous itemized deductions,
however, and after being combined
with other miscellaneous itemized deductions, will be reduced by 2% of the
employee's adjusted gross income. If,
instead, the em ployer requires the employee to substantiate the actual expenses incurred, the reimbursem ent
would be exempt from both federal income taxes and social security taxes.
Both the employer and the employee
would save $459 in social security taxes for the year, and the employee probably would reduce his or her fed eral income tax. If the employer has a 34%
marginal federal incom e tax rate, the
net savings for the employer would be
approximately $303. This savings is
the result of saving $459 in social security taxes less an increase of $156
($459 x 34%) in the federal income tax
because the employer could no longer
deduct $459 of social security taxes.
An employer who wants to take advantage of the tax savings from fringe
benefits should first assess what fringe
benefits currently are offered to employees. Then the employer should consider what fringe benefits m ight be
valuable to employees. Examples such
as those used above may be helpful in
explaining to employees the advantages of using tax -free fringe benefits
in the compensation mix.
While fringe benefits are often touted as a tax- saving device for employees, they also provide a significant advantage to employers. In addition to
promoting employee goodwill, the use
of fringe benefits can result in a reduction of an employer's payroll tax
burden. —W. Robert Smith, CPA, and
Michael M. Watts, CPA
W. R ob ert S mith, C PA, Ph. D. , is as sistant
professo r at the Sc hoo l of Profes sional Acco untancy, Univers ity of So uthern Mis s is s ip p i, Hatties burg, Miss . Michael M. W atts , CP A, J.D., is
asso ciate pro fes sor, Department of Ac co unting,
Univers ity o f Arkans as at Little R o c k, Little
Rock, Ark.
Antho ny P. Curato la is the Jo sep h F . F ord
Profes so r of Ac co unting at Drexel University,
Philad elphia, P a.
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Tom Craven and Gary Salach, CMA, Editors

CORPORATEDEVELOPMENT:
CMAKC
I KOFFATCHRYSLER

At Chrysler CMA kickoff meeting were Toni Newberg, CMA; Gino Rosati; Amy Clark, CMA;
Toni Craven, IMA; Steve Gilligan, CMA; James D. Donlon, III, corporate controller; Patrick
White, CMA; Gary Salach, CMA;Jeffrey Woloshen, CMA; and Mark Brackon, CMA.

At a recent kickoff meeting attended
by 250 accounting and finance professionals, Chrysler Corporation officially
expressed its support for the Certified
Management Accountant program
sponsored by the Institute of Certified
Management Accountants. This presentation was the result of IMA's Corporate Development effort to make the
company aware of the value of the
CMA program for its employees.
The Corporate Development team
opened CMA discussions with Chrysler Controller Jim Donlon last October. According to Chrysler's managers,
the controller's office has determined
that success in the pursuit of the
overall corporate goals can be
achieved only through highly motivated, educated personnel who are aware
of the latest trends in the financial
community. The CMA program was
identified as a means of ensuring that
individual employees maintain and
develop the necessary skills that are
16
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compatible with the corporate goals.
Jim Donlon told the audience that
"The Chrysler Corporation is sponsoring the CMA for several reasons including the fact that passing the exam
certifies expertise in areas that are
critical to the decision- making process,
and the continued study and effort put
forth to pass the examination enhances
each individual's skill and makes a
better employee, which ultimately
leads to a stronger Chrysler Corporation." He told Chrysler employees, "The
CMA is a great mark on your record."
Subsequently, Prof. D. Robert Okopny of Eastern Michigan University organized and led the CMA review
course at the company, and 40 Chrysler
employees sat for the June 1996 exam.
On the Chrysler finance team are
several members whose personal
growth already has been enhanced by
the CMA designation. Jeff Woloshen,
plant controller at the Warren Stamping facility, obtained his CMA in 1975.

He used his CMA skills to centralize
accounting operations from several
out -of -state locations, to manage financial accounting for two major acquisitions and one major divestiture, and to
install several online systems. He noted, "There is no question that the
knowledge and experience which enabled me to pass the CMA examination
and keep abreast of changes in the accounting field also has equipped me
with the tools to successfully perform
the challenging and diverse assignments at Chrysler Corporation."
Mark Brackon, CMA, manager, Financial Management Excellence, said:
"The CMA has been an invaluable tool
in my ongoing professional development and has brought me to the FME
team where we are challenging everything —from the way we close the
books to the way we cost our products.
The technical base gained and built
upon has served as a great source of
knowledge as we reexamine the financial systems at Chrysler."
Patrick White, CMA, finance manager of international business development, notes: "The CMA gives an individual a firm knowledge base in accounting, finance, and economics,
which are critical tools at the Chrysler
Corporation. My present position, in
which I determine the financial viability of business opportunities, requires a
strong understanding of the interrelationship of financial statements, concepts of discounted cash flows, and the
implications of tax and pricing strategy, all of which are thoroughly reviewed when studying for the CMA."
The controller's office encourages the
CMA program through a number of
support mechanisms including inhouse CMA review courses, several
self -study courses, time off to take the
CMA exam, and CMA promotion at
firm functions.
Epilogue. As a result of their performance on the June CMA exam,
Chrysler employees James G. Siembor
won the third -place Robert Beyer
Medal, and Christopher Stefanko won
a Certificate of Distinguished Performance for finishing in the top 10.
For more information about professional certification for your finance organization, call Tom Craven, managing
director, at (800) 638 -4427, ext. 183, or
e -mail, imatac@class.org. ■
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ABC
ina
virtual Corporation
Accounting is the only "real"

function at this donut maker, which
outsources almost every activity.

Certificate

BY TIM R.V. DAVIS AND BRUCE L. DARLING, CMA

ofMerit

n a virtual corporation only the core, strategic functions of
the business are performed inside the company. The
remaining support activities are outsourced to a network
of external companies that specialize in each function. These
firms form functional alliances to manufacture products or
provide services for customers. The virtual corporation positions itself at the center of these relationships and serves as
the catalyst that draws these cooperating companies together
and organizes how the work will flow. The goal is to extract
the maximum value -added from these partnerships while
making the minimum investment in permanent staff, fixed
assets, and working capital.'
18
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Super Bakery, Inc., has been
developed on the lines of a virtual corporation. This company,
which was formed by former
Pittsburgh Steelers' runnin g back
Franco Harris in 1983, is a supplier of donuts and other baked
goods to the institutional food
market. For the past 12 years, it
has been gaining market share
and establishing a firm foothold
in the highly competitive institutional baked goods market.
Instead of creating a large
multifunctional organization to
administer the business, the
management of Super Bakery
outsourced selling to a network of
independent brokers and contracted out manufacturing, warehousing, and shipping. Four
regional sales managers guide
and assist the independent brokers. A small office staff processes orders and handles credit
and collections. Super Bakery handles strategic planning,
marketing, R&D, and finance/accounting in- house, and Franco Harris hired a master baker to develop new products. The
company also purchases ingredients and formulates and produces its own dough.
Super Bakery's major challenge has been to coordinate
and control the various functional activities performed outside the company by brokers and contractors. This challenge
consists of a twofold problem of controlling the quality of service provided to customers and controlling the cost of these
services. Managers and employees at Super Bakery developed a performance reporting and activity -based costing system that helped the company maintain control over out sourced functions.
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SUPERBAKERY'SSTRATEGIES
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hen Super Bakery entered the institutional food business in the early '80s, the senior managers knew they faced
an uphill battle. The market was mature with little growth
in the baked goods segment. Members of the management
team, however, had extensive experience in the institutional
food business. Marketing strategies and policies were developed that followed standard industry practices closely.
The first four years were disappointing for the company.
Penetrating the institutional food market proved more challenging than management had thought, probably because
Super Bakery followed industry practices too closely. Customers were not given any reason to buy from Super Bakery.
When management started questioning industry practices
and began developing unique strategies and tactics, sales
began to take off.
First, Super Bakery targeted the school system segment of
the institutional food market, which has been in a state of
decline because of funding pressures and increasing government health requirements. Management felt that this customer segment was poorly served. The company pioneered
"low- calorie, vitamin- enriched donuts that tasted delicious
and met USDA guidelines." This strategy helped Super Bakery to grow annual sales while the sales of conventional,
high -fat donuts were declining.
Second, Super Bakery avoided the local market restrictions of most fresh baked goods by refrigerating the product,
vacuum sealing it, and distributing it nationally, a strategy
that allowed Super Bakery to build a national presence in
what was formerly a fragmented industry.
Third, Super Bakery developed numerous ways of serving
and supporting its customers such as distributors and school
systems. They included helping customers obtain lower
prices by acquiring government - supported commodities
(flour, butter, and fruit), cooperating with noncompeting suppliers by providing complete prepackaged meals to schools,
and helping distributors reduce inventory carrying costs and
avoid stockouts through reliable, just -in -time delivery.
Fourth, Super Bakery reduced capital investment and
overhead expense by contracting out major functions of the
business. Super Bakery does not manufacture, sell, or distribute its products. It is a virtual corporation.
These strategies have helped Super Bakery grow annual
sales at an average rate of 20% to 30% for the past eight
years. In 1994, sales reached $8.5 million with a staff of nine
full -time employees —a very high rate of productivity per
employee. Operating profits have been twice the industry
average, and the company also enjoys a very high return on
equity and return on net assets. These superior levels of performance can be expected in companies that reduce their
investment in payroll expenses and fixed assets, but there
also are risks in implementing the lean structure of a virtual
corporation.

BREAKINGOUTSERVICEACTIVITIES
IN AVIRTUAL CORPORATION

T he first decision a virtual corporation's managers need to

make is which aspects of corporate activity must be performed in -house and which jobs can be contracted out. When
20
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management opts to outsource business functions, it can create serious difficulties. The loss of control of these functions
and the problems of coordinating activities need to be considered carefully. The service aspects of a manufacturing business som etimes may be more im portant, strategically, than
the production aspects. Super Bakery was able to control
product quality by supplying the dough, which contained its
unique product formulations, to manufacturers. The contracted bakeries simply add water to the mix and follow the baking instructions.
The service elem ents of the business presented greater
variability and risk. Management carefully researched which
service activities were most important to customers before
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deciding which functions to contract out. Super Bakery's
product is just one component of the mix of benefits that are
provided to custom ers. There are other important services for
customers (see figure), most of which are part of the order
managem ent process. The order management cycle had the
biggest influence on customer satisfaction. Management
believed that all of these activities did not have to be performed by Super Bakery, but the company had to be able to
control and coordinate these services.
Upstream activities tend to drive the downstream activities in a process. Upstream activities such as order entry,
pricing, and scheduling drive downstream activities such as
production, order picking, packing, and delivery. Management wanted to control the upstream planning activities as
well as the coordination of each customer's order. Management also wanted to control billing and collections. It decided
that selling, production, warehousing, and shipping could be
contracted out if management retained overall control over
the planning and tracking of these activities in the order
management process.
Relationships with outside brokers, manufacturers, and
trucking companies could make or break the company
because they stand between the company and its customers.
The brokers in the different parts of the country would have
to do an effective job of promoting and selling the company's
products to distributors and school systems. The various
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Order entry speed
Order accuracy
Order fill rate
On -time delivery
Accuracy of shipments
Product quality
Total order filling cycle time
Damaged shipments
Incorrect billing

Customercomplaints
Correct orders
Complete orders
Hours early /tardy from
promised delivery date
Correct shipments
Customerproduct
Days from order
receipt to delivery
Damaged orders
Pricing errors, customer
billing complaints

Customer
Customer
Customer service
Common carrier,
customer
Customer service
Customer,R&D
Customer service

Telephone complaints, customer survey
Telephone callbacks, (computer tracked)
Customer order, packing list (computer tracked)
Common carrier, delivery confirmations,
customer complaints
Customer order, packing list (computer tracked)
Telephone complaints, customer survey, plant inspections
Order entry date to delivery confirmation

Common carrier,
customer, accounting
Customer, accounting

Credit memos
Customer invoices

J
independent bakeries that manufactured the products would
have to meet Super Bakery's quality standards. The trucking
companies would have to meet on -time shipping and delivery
requirements. Some of these concerns were addressed by
clarifying the performance standards with contractors in
painstaking detail. Clearly defined requirements were built
into contracts with outside vendors, but discrepancies often
still occur between what is agreed to on paper and day -today operations.
Companies run a risk when they let outside brokers or
common carriers interact with customers. Most external contractors will not sign service guarantees, and they usually
refuse to pay penalties or fines for failing to meet service
standards. The key issue from a service perspective is what
influence the contractor is having on the customer. That is
why a constant stream of feedback from the field is essential
for evaluating performance.

CREATINGAPERFORMANCEREPORTINGSYSTEM

M

anagement wanted a performance reporting system that
would provide a balance of nonfinancial and financial measures. The nonfinancial measures were needed to track customer service and satisfaction levels, and the financial measures were needed to track the cost of filling orders and
serving customers.
The core process that most influenced customer satisfaction was the order management cycle. For Super Bakery,
these steps included order entry, credit clearance, costing,
pricing, scheduling, procurement, manufacturing, shipping,
billing, and collection. When some of these functions are out sourced, it is important to retain control over the administrative process that links these interdependent functions together. Super Bakery developed nonfinancial measures of these
processes that reflected customers' concerns (Table 1).
Some of these measures needed to be collected and tracked
by Super Bakery's staff; others were collected from customers
or contractors. To keep track of these performance measures,
a relational database was created at Super Bakery. One of
the advantages of contracting out functions is that managers
no longer need to worry about measuring processes: They
only need to measure outcomes. The problem of managing
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processes is turned over to the contractor.
Most of the activities in the order -filling cycle are communicated by fax and telephone; others are coordinated by online modem. Front -line, customer service employees at Super
Bakery take product orders from distributors and school systems; quote prices; schedule production at the independent
bakeries in New York, Indiana, and California; and set delivery dates. Using an activity -based costing (ABC) system, the
bakery company constructed a detailed breakdown of the
costs incurred in filling each customer's order.

IMPLEMENTINGANACTIVITY-BASED
COSTINGSYSTEM

T he wide variation in the cost of serving different customers was a major concern. For example, freight costs varied for each customer depending on the size of the order and
the shipping distance. The contracted cost for manufacturing
the donuts was higher for the plant in California than the
plants in New York and Indiana. There also were numerous
other variations in the cost of serving different customers.
The company was faced with the choice of spreading product
and service costs over the entire customer base and charging
uniform prices or assigning the exact cost of processing each
order and building these costs into the price charged to each
customer.
In most firms, a standard costing system is used to allocate costs to products and to price customers' orders. Standard costs are the agreed target cost of direct labor and
materials that go into making products. They also include
the overhead operating expenses, such as selling, advertising,
warehousing, shipping, and administration, which also are
expended in servicing customer accounts. Under a standard
costing system, these overhead expenses are allocated to
products and spread over the entire customer base. Each customer's order is assumed to cost the same average amount to
process.
The fallacy of the standard costing system at many companies, including Super Bakery, is that very few customers'
orders consume the same amount of resources. At Super
Bakery, the profit on each sale varied significantly. Assigning
costs accurately to each account would allow the company to
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assess the profitability of different customers. Making customers pay for
what they received is also a fairer
arrangement. Few companies recover
the exact cost and expenses of serving
customers in the sales price charged.
In many businesses, profitable
accounts subsidize unprofitable ones,
and management is none the wiser. In
order to track costs more closely, management made the investment in a
more sophisticated information and
accounting system.
The management of Super Bakery
decided to install a detailed ABC system, first, because it would allow management to track the profitability of
each customer's account and, second,
because it would allow management to
track the performance of outside contractors more closely.
One of the main differences between
Super Bakery's ABC system and other
manufacturers' ABC systems is that
the main focus is placed on capturing
costs by customer order rather than by
product. Overhead service expenses
tend to be high and variable, while
contracted manufacturing costs were
fixed.
With most ABC systems, the consumption of costs is either directly
recorded as costs occur (e.g., specific
freight charges) or recorded indirectly
by means of a cost driver. When a cost
driver is used as the basis for assigning costs, management still is using an
allocation method. It is an estimated
cost, not the actual cost. Well- chosen
cost drivers, however, usually are superior to traditional standard cost bases
for allocating costs, such as percent of
direct labor or percent of total sales.
For instance, under a standard cost
system many companies allocate order
handling charges on a percent of sales
basis. In other words, the greater the
value of the sales order, the higher the
order handling costs that will be
charged to the customer. The problem
with this standard cost accounting
practice is that the amount of time and
expense spent processing an order usually is the same whether the order is
for 200 or 2,000 cases. The cost driver
is not the number of cases ordered but
the number of separate sales orders
that have to be processed. In this age
of just -in -time delivery, many companies would prefer to place a lot of small
orders rather than book one large
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order. By assigning costs based on the number of orders that
have to be processed, instead of by the dollar value of the
order, a much more accurate cost of order processing can be
calculated for each customer.
At Super Bakery, actual costs are captured and assigned
directly to a customer's account whenever possible. Some of
these charges are based on the historical cost of serving particular customers. Over the years, Super Bakery has accumulated a great deal of cost information on serving different
customers. Cost drivers are used to assign costs when the
historical cost is unavailable or direct costing is impractical
or impossible. In some cases, these costs are based on an estimated percentage of the budget.
A listing of Super Bakery's cost/revenue centers and cost
drivers for filling customer orders and assigning costs is provided in Table 2. By accurately capturing and accumulating
these costs, management can calculate the true costs of processing each order and servicing a particular customer's
account. Super Bakery is able to price orders accurately,
recoup the costs of serving its customer, and feel confident
that a targeted amount of profit is being earned.
The cost information needed to be available to customer
service employees on easily accessible computer screens or
templates. Customer service employees have to be able to
compute the cost of filling orders, quote accurate prices, and
communicate dependable delivery dates. The development of
such a system required some experimentation. Front -line
employees provided their feedback and suggestions on how
the information could be presented on the computer screen
in a more convenient form.
If costs are broken out and assigned accurately when they
are incurred, they can be manipulated in a number of different ways to evaluate the profitability and performance of different components of the business. Through the use of a relational database, Super Bakery's management is able to
examine costs by product, customer, order, broker, territory,
department, manufacturer, and common carrier. It uses
responsibility centers and cost centers to assign costs in
interdepartmental transactions. The company divides up the
24
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Contracted per case price for each product line
Actual freight and storage costs per order
Flat 5% of sales
Percent of advertising budget by projected cases sold
Actual cost by product line
Actual cost divided by projected cases sold
Budgeted cost divided by projected cases sold
Actual cost per case
Percent of projected cases sold
Actual discount per order
Per payment history (cost of capital)
Budgeted (historical► cost allocated per order
Budgeted cost allocated by time spent in each territory
Per product case by formula
Budgeted cost allocated by time for each product line
Accumulated costs plus targeted profit margin for each product line

functions it performs or contracts out and assigns them to
several responsibility centers: marketing, R &D, production,
and office and finance. These responsibility centers are further subdivided into various subcenters such as sales,
accounting, information systems, order processing, customer
service, and so on. Given the company's small staff, some
employees wear several different hats in performing these
in -house functions. Each responsibility center has its own
profit -and -loss statement, and internal charges are made
between them for work that is performed by one department
on behalf of another. This procedure does not include formal
invoicing and payment, but journal entries are made on the
books in order to assign costs to the user of the service. Out sourced functions are treated as separate, arm's - length
responsibility centers.
Virtual corporations that outsource functions need a
detailed information system for controlling costs and evaluating the profit on each sale. Such a system is especially
important when expenditures on these functions are in the
hands of outside contractors. An ABC system can be used to
control the behavior of contractors. The examples that follow
show how the management of Super Bakery controls contractors' spending of the company's resources.

CONTROLLINGCONTRACTORSWITHABM

In virtual corporations, a great deal of money is spent on
service functions that are performed by an outside company.
In other words, more of the company's budget is outsourced—
an arrangement that can result in abuses. External contractors operate with considerably more freedom than company
employees. They do not operate under the direct supervision
of company management. External contractors — salespeople,
trucking firms, warehouse companies, information service
companies, and payroll services — sometimes operate very
inefficiently. They can make decisions that make their own
jobs easier but squander company resources; therefore, controls need to be imposed on spending.
Independent sales brokers sell Super Bakery's products
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throughout the United States, and these
brokers also represent a variety of noncompeting companies and products. The independent sales brokers have looser ties to
the company than any of the outside contractors. The regional sales managers
mainly judge the performance of brokers
from the feedback they receive in sales
reports of orders booked. The brokers, who
are on straight commission, sometimes use
free samples, price discounts, and advertising allowances to push deals through with
distributors. These incentives are supposed
to be used to increase the size of customers'
orders so that the profit from the orders
exceeds the additional selling expense.
Super Bakery's regional sales managers
look carefully at the cost of servicing each
account and whether to approve brokers'
Franco Harris
requests for promotional allowances. They
are able to access an electronic file containing the volume and value of each customer's sales, past promotional allowances, and servicing costs (credit history, shipping costs, etc.). On some occasions, promotional allowances
requested by brokers have exceeded the contribution margin
on the account. The management information and activity based coating systems are used to evaluate the profitability
of each account and whether to approve a broker's requests
for promotional allowances.
Shipping performance and freight costs are another area of
critical importance. There is a tremendous amount of variation in the quality and cost of service provided by different
trucking companies. Over the years, Super Bakery has used
12 different common carriers. Today it uses three companies
that offer the company the best rates and service in different
parts of the country.
Most common carriers have regularly scheduled routes
and stops in particular locations, For instance, they may
deliver in Raleigh, N.C., on Tuesdays, and Hartford, Conn.,
on Thursdays. Many common carriers will deliver full trailer
loads any day of the week, but they will not deliver less than
trailer loads, unless it is a scheduled stop, without charging a
price premium. A lot of Super Bakery's business consists of
less than trailer load shipments. Super Bakery must consolidate shipments to particular locations to make up full trailer
loads or conform to the common carriers' schedule for less
than trailer load shipments. Management and employees
must monitor the shipping performance and freight costs of
the different carriers carefully. They need to make sure that
they are not overcharged for different shipments. Super Bakery uses historical customer information to calculate the
exact cost of transporting a specified number and type of
donuts to a particular location. In this way, actual freight can
be built into the price charged to the customer for each order.
Any variances in these shipping charges are taken up with
the common carriers.
Another instance where Super Bakery uses historical cost
information is in the control of overdue receivables. As shown
in Table 2, Super Bakery keeps extensive information on
each customer's payment history and the average number of
days invoices are past due. This information is used to assess
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interest charges for carrying a particular
customer's account. These interest charges,
based on Super Bakery's cost of capital, are
figured into the price that is quoted to customers for future orders. If the customer
demonstrates that it can pay within Super
Bakery's net 30 terms, these charges are
dropped.
Brokers also have access to customers'
files and can see which customers have not
paid their last invoice. They know that new
orders will not be accepted until previous
invoices have been paid. Brokers do not
receive commission checks until customers
have paid their invoices. For this reason, brokers have an incentive to follow up with
overdue customers, which reduces Super
Bakery's collections' problems.
In some instances, delays in the receipt of
payments occur because school systems only
cut checks on a particular day each month. If
this day is missed, vendors must wait until the same day the
next month to get paid. Here it is critical to get in step with
the customer's billing and payables cycle. For the larger
accounts, Super Bakery's front -line service employees place a
call to the customer's payables clerk a few days prior to the
day when checks are printed to make sure the invoice is
accurate and can be paid on time.

VIRTUALADVANTAGES

D

uring the rapid growth of Super Bakery, management's
major concern has been making sure that staff and expenses
do not grow more rapidly than sales revenues and profits.
For Super Bakery the advantage of contracting out manufacturing is that it obviates the need for investment in plant,
equipment, and factory personnel. It also eliminates concerns
of capacity utilization and meeting minimum breakeven production levels.
Arm's- length relationships with external contractors may
sometimes give companies greater control over the performance and cost of certain functions than when these functions are handled internally. Moreover, contracted costs often
are fixed rather than variable. If the costs exceed a set
amount, the contractor must absorb the loss. Management
can withhold payment of invoices from contractors who
exceed agreed prices for manufacturing, warehousing, or
shipping, Nevertheless, when sales, manufacturing, and distribution are outsourced, the performance of brokers and
contractors must be monitored. A well - designed performance
reporting and costing system is needed to evaluate their performance and control expenses. The systems put in place at
Super Bakery provide useful guidelines for other virtual
corporations. ■
Tim R.V. Davis is professor of management and director of international
business programs at Cleveland State University.
Bruce L. Darling, CMA, is the controller of Super Bakery, Inc., and
Prestige American Foods, Cleveland office. He is a member of Cleveland
East Chapter, through which this article was submitted.
'See "The Virtual Corporation," Business Week, February 8, 1993, McGraw -Hill, Inc.,
New York, N.V.
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How JIT Staffing
Your Accounting
If an accounting department manages staff like a manufacturer
manages inventory, it can increase productivity.
BYMAXMESSMER
strategic business concept that
originated years ago on the
floors of Japanese manufacturing facilities is revolutionizing the
world of staffing. The concept —
just -in -time staffing —is becoming
increasingly prevalent in many
U.S. companies. When planned and
executed properly, this staffing
method can have an extremely positive impact on your accounting
department.
In a just -in -time manufacturing
facility, inventory arrives on an "as
needed" basis. Suppliers deliver only
as many units as the manufacturer
believes will be needed for an efficient production cycle. As a result,
there is a reduction in excess costs
caused by manufacturing surpluses.
This same technique is being
applied to staffing through a rigorous
process of planning and analysis in
which specific tasks and individual
workloads are evaluated carefully in
order to determine departmental
staffing priorities. Projects then can
be assigned to full -time and temporary employees accordingly.
For controllers and others charged
with supervising the workload of
accounting departments, the payoff
of implementing just -in -time staffing
is significant. Full -time employees
operate as a core staff group, devoting their time to priority projects,
while temporaries operate as a contingency workforce, handling season28
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al fluctuations, rush projects, and
workload peaks —both planned and
unplanned.
It was once common for companies
to hire full -time employees when production cycles peaked and then lay
them off when the workload dipped
back to normal, creating a cycle of
hiring and firing that took its toll on
both productivity and employee
morale. Through the strategic use of
temporaries, companies are able to
maintain their full -time workforce
and make staff additions only when
there is a full -time need.

MAKING JUST- IN-TIME
STAFFINGAREALITY
J ust -in -time staffing quickly can
become an effective part of your
accounting department. Here are
some pointers for getting started.
Stage One: Planning. This step
begins with a comprehensive analysis of your department's workload. If
appropriate, you might consider
drawing upon the expertise of your
human resources department, which
can offer insight on how just -in -time
staffing works in other departments.
The planning stage is direct and
thorough. Assume, for example, you
have a staff of six accountants. If
each of them works eight hours a
day, 20 workdays a month, this figure translates into 960 "person-

hours" available for the month.
Detail all recurring projects and
the time it takes to finish them. Data
entry, for example, may require 100
person -hours a month; reviewing
expenditures might take 80 hours;
and so on. Apply this technique for
every project in your department,
making sure to take into account
such priority variables as:
• Tasks executed by full -time
employees during regular business hours,
• Activities that require overtime,
• Activities currently being handled
by professional -level temporaries,
and
• Activities you might consider
delegating to professional -level
temporaries.
As you develop this assessment of
your staffing situation, remember to
incorporate such factors as vacations,
turnover, and any correlation between overtime pay and your projection of workloads.
While this analysis will help you
get a firm grip on the quantitative
aspects of your staffmg situation, you
also must evaluate the more qualitative side. Employee morale is often a
telling factor of a staff's attitude
toward its workload. You may discover, for example, that accounting managers are so busy executing daily
tasks that they are not taking

Can Add Value to
Department
enough time to encourage and develop junior -level accountants properly.
Or you might hear that your
accounting department managers
believe executive management does
not appreciate (or understand) the
reports generated by accounting.
Even more visible signs of an
accounting department in need of
staffing assistance are excessive
overtime, absenteeism, and turnover.
Although accounting managers
expect a certain degree of this (particularly when a business is growing
rapidly), quality invariably will slip
when it becomes necessary for
employees to burn the midnight oil
on a regular basis. Other signals of a
staff in trouble are an increase in
missed deadlines and desperate,
rushed calls to temporary service firms. When paired
_
with your quantitative
analysis of workloads,
this qualitative assessment can provide significant insight into your
staffing situation.
Stage Two: Implementation. Calculating the hours
and activities in your
accounting department will
help you determine what level of support you will need.
Start slowly, beginning with a
single workgroup and determining
its unique staffing situation. Subsequently, you can expand
throughout other areas of
accounting, taking care to
evaluate both present
and future needs_

The first situations in which
you're likely to require temporaries are those periods
when workloads peak
and you find your
department understaffed. Professional
temporaries can be
brought in as "gap
closers" to assist
your full -time
employees
through any
number of
Ahectic periods,
including vacations, maternity
leaves, sabbaticals,
and increased business cycles.

PLANCAREFULLY

O ne major benefit of just -in-

-

At CDP Imaging Systems, a national distributor
of office equipment based in Richfield, Minn., the
use of temporaries has become a permanent
staffing strategy. The company regularly uses
professional -level temporaries both for special
projects and as a means of evaluating candidates
t
for full -time positions, a practice commonly
referred to as "temp -to- hire."
Dave Lowe, vice president of finance and
administration for CDP, describes how his
company's "temp -to- hire" policy began: "Two
years ago, we brought in two temporaries
to help in accounts payable. One of them
had management experience, and, when an
accounts payable supervisor position opened, he
expressed interest in applying for the job" Lowe
contacted Accountemps, a major financial
staffing firm that had placed the candidate on the
assignment, and arranged for a temp -to -hire conversion, thus changing the individual's status to
full -time.
The situation worked out so well that, since
then, Lowe has been opting to fill a majority of
his department's job openings in this manner.
"We`ve had a very high success rate by hiring on
a temporary basis for vacancies. it's a test drive
that benefits
ne s bot h sides—it helps us determine if
we are making a good hiring decision and gives
the candidate the opportunity to experience our
working environment,' Lowe said his firm also
uses temporaries for special projects. When his
company recently was acquired by IKON, another large distributor of office equipment and sup plies, IKON required a restatement of CDP's balante sheet. CDP's controller and lead staff
accountant worked on the project, and temporary staff accountants were called in to assist
with day -to -day transactions until the restatement was complete. Lowe also used temporary
accountants recently to help with the company's
year -end audit. This proactive approach to meet ing staffing needs has been highly successful for
CDP. "When you're working closely with a
staffing firm over a long period of time, they get
to know your culture and working environment.
They know what type of person works best at
your company:' Lowe said that he treats tempo
rary employees in the same manner as theirfullfutime counterparts. "We never place temporaries
outside the loop;' he said. "They go through the
regular training process, and they attend staff
meetings right from the start. In fact, many times
I forget they are temporaries"
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time staffing is that it helps you
gain a more thorough understanding of the staffing process.
In today's competitive business
environment, that degree of
focus can prove exceptionally
important in building profits.
Still, no matter how diligently
you implement just -in -time
staffing, it is likely there still
will be a degree of unexpected
turnover or a sudden vacancy
that begs to be filled. Although
the traditional next step is to
seek out a new employee with
the same skills set, the principles of just -in -time staffing suggest another approach.
Start with a thorough analysis

CASESTUDY:
CDPIMAGINGSYSTEMS

i

p

Increasingly, temporaries also
are called upon to provide technical expertise that may not
exist internally within your com
pany or accounting department.
The need for professional tempo
raries with specialized skills or
specific industry
induct experience
pe
often can be identified well in
advance of an upcoming project.
These individuals can be used
for everything from a major system conversion to departmentwide training on a new spreadsheet application.
Special projects and strategic
initiatives such as development
of a more efficient budgeting system or a new payroll processing
procedure also can create a need
for temporaries. Your department probably will require
added support in order to complete the project without suffering productivity losses in other
areas. Temporaries can be used
on the special project itself or to
handle the more routine
accounting functions while internal staff members take on the
special project work.
No matter what the situation —and keep in mind that
there is a good deal of overlap in
these categories —a quality temporary services firm easily
should be able to identify a wide
range of qualified candidates.

of the position's responsibilities,
and assess how you believe the
work can be accomplished best.
Certain activities could be split
among the rest of the accounting
staff, with temporaries handling
some of the basic tasks. Or one of
your more experienced financial
temporaries might be able to step
into the full -time position. Perhaps
you'll need to hire two replace meats for the person who just left.
Or, in examining the position in
the context of the company's
growth, you see that there is a
need for a more senior accountant.
No matter what the situation,
the lesson is quite clear: Hire to
fill your needs in a way that is
based on an accurate reading of
your department's situation and
that is in accord with your corporate direction. With the intelhBence gathered from your in -depth
analysis of your department's
staffing needs, you never will have
to hire merely to fill a vacant
office.
Stage Throo; Evaluation. Talk frequently with your accounting staff
about their thoughts on just -intime staffing. Find out if the temporaries truly are adding value
and making operations more efficient and productive. Ask full -time
employees if they feel their own
skills sets are being maximized.
Another key issue is the time
it takes to train temporaries.
Although a short introduction to
your accounting department's
equipment and procedures will
be necessary, qualified tempo raries can jump in quickly with a
minimum of hands -on supervision. If this is not happening in
your department, don't hesitate
to contact the temporary services
firm and ask for an immediate
replacement.
Ask the temporaries for their
opinions on how your depart meat operates. Seek out ideas on
both specific activities and
broader departmental and corporate initiatives. Experienced
temporaries often have worked
in many corporations and, consequently, may have thoughts on
ways to improve procedures your

department has come to take for
granted.
Measuring the impact of just -intime staffing is a multi - phased
process. Within several weeks of
implementing this approach, you
probably will notice that deadlines
are being met more frequently. There
also will be less overtime and an
intangible improvement in morale.
Once you feel that just -in -time
staffing has become an integral part
of your department, you will want to
conduct a more thorough departmental analysis. Review your expenditures to see if payroll costs are down.
Examine current and future workloads to see if it is a good idea to con-

tinue bringing in temporaries or, if
appropriate, hire more full -time staff
members. Seek out the temporary
service firm's help in this area. You
might even have the firm participate
in your review meetings.

THE BOTTOMLINE
ust -in -time staffing's long -term
im p act is d ram atic. Because temporaries are able to focus on specific
tasks and are flexible enough to meet

sudden demands, they can increase
the quantity and quality of work
done in your department. As the core
staff see h ow tem porary em ployees

are helping them, they in turn are

able to focus their energies on an
effective combination of strategic
issues and day -to -day execution. This
attitude in turn relieves concerns
about staffing, overwork, and the
dangers of burnout. The result is an
accounting department with a clear
picture of its staffing needs and priorities—an�ideal�position�for�maximum�productivity.�■
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AGUIDE TO

Successful
Outsourcing
BYROBERTG.KRALOVETZ
or most of this century, businesses
have thrived using strategies
enacted by dedicated staffs and
distinct hierarchies within their own
organizations. Three factors have
altered this landscape: new technologies, revolutionary business practices,
and customers with continually higher
expectations. Now companies must
explore ways to update organization
models more effectively because the
business processes that underlie traditional structures have been altered.
Companies must sharpen their competitiveness and improve their performance. As a result, staffs and hierarchies are assuming different
responsibilities and are being held
accountable in different ways: They
must be more knowledgeable, more
flexible, more oriented to change.
If the desired knowledge and experience do not exist inside a company,
however, strategic alliances, mergers,
and acquisitions become the new
options. They often deliver what a company lacks in the way of producing and
delivering products and services —of
enhancing its core business. The option
for increasing effectiveness of noncore
functions is outsourcing. It offers unobstructed access to best business practices and effective implementation in a
continuous improvement environment.
The results can be quite compelling:
Outsourcing can deliver world -class
services that will help a company gain
competitive advantage in essential yet
noncore functions.
But outsourcing must be undertaken
carefully. Some companies begin by
outsourcing activities as basic as building security and maintenance. Then
they progress to distribution, logistics,
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Outsourcing is more
than a trend. It's a
business practice that
can yield process
improvement and support a company's drive
to focus on its market,
its people, and its
capabilities.
various aspects of manufacturing, and
even product design. Successful
arrangements have encouraged senior
executives to probe the benefits of outsourcing functions perceived to be
"closer to the core," such as finance,
accounting, tax, and internal audit.
Late in 1995, Arthur Andersen and
the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU)
examined the scope of the financial
function outsourcing movement in a
landmark study, New Directions in
Finance.The survey revealed that 42%
of the responding companies already
outsource pension management; 40 %,
tax; 28 %, payroll; 19 %, leasing; 12 %,
internal audit; and 12%, short -term
investment management. According to
respondents, these numbers will leap
significantly —from 50% to 250% —
within the next three years as more
companies experience the merits of
outsourcing and develop confidence in
their ability to derive significant benefits from it.

This growth also is expected based
on the finding that 90% of respondents reported satisfaction with their
outsourcing experience. Companies
that are outsourcing functions in the
finance, audit, and accounting areas
range in size, industry, and geographic scope. Notable examples include
Unicom, Petro - Canada, Harris
Methodist Health System, Octel,
Microsoft, Western Farm Credit Bank,
and Sybase.
Some organizations and their executives do not even want to entertain the
idea of outsourcing financial functions,
much less attempt it, assuming it is
risky, unwieldy, or inappropriate. But
many companies that have outsourced
these essential functions have found
that --in addition to achieving the benefits of access to leading practices,
long -term cost control, and initiating a
customer- supplier orientation —the
practice opens new doors for managers
and employees. Employees may move
from the company's to the supplier's
workforce in cases where their skills
are an appropriate match. Employees
who take this route often report access
to new sets of learning and professional development opportunities. Another
scenario is an intracompany transfer
in which an employee takes another
position within the organization where
his or her skills are needed in a different context.
Many companies that outsource
finance, internal audit, and accounting
swear by the process's effectiveness,
strategic importance, and fairness to
the people involved. Further, they
deem it appropriate as long as the
boundaries between client and
provider remain clear.

FORGINGTHEARRANGEMENT

F orging the outsourcing arrangement
has two primary requirements: setting
the parameters and selecting the right
provider. Any business psychologist
will assert that boundaries make for a
healthy relationship. When it comes to
certain functions, they are essential for
regulatory reasons as well as for solid
management purposes, such as the
need for public accounting firms to
maintain their independence when
performing internal audit services for
their attest clients. Whether an organization outsources for reasons related to
strategic focus, cost, or quality, three
critical parameters are involved: the
clear expectations of both parties; the
business objectives of the arrangement;
and the measures for gauging
performance.
A qualified service provider will
insist on clear parameters. In addition,
the provider will seek to help manage
the transition effectively and to consider the impact of any operating change.
Most important, a high- quality
provider will collaborate with the
client's organization without sacrificing
the independent perspective that is so
critical to the client - consultant relationship —and to fulfilling regulatory
requirements. This delicate balance is
being maintained daily in hundreds of
outsourcing relationships with many
organizations enjoying significant benefits. Walter Roth, executive director of
Chicago law firm Bates Meckler Bulger
& Tilson, asserts that, "Our lawyers
have always been high performers. The
outsourcing arrangement has generated two big benefits that will enable us
to sustain that level of performance.
First, our time is now spent on developing a new focus and energy in our
organization. Second, there is a continuous introduction of new ideas and
practices into [the] existing base of
knowledge. Outsourcing our accounting
function has made a significant contribution in this regard."

REAPINGTHEREWARDS

R eaping the rewards and managing
the risks of outsourcing are the result
of a strategic approach to the arrangement. Building in mutual performance
measures paves the way for long -term
improvements in performance, cost

management, and customer satisfaction. Realizing this potential means
understanding that the best outsourcing arrangements take a strategic view
of the relationship. The client company
has the right —and the responsibility
to all stakeholders —to expect a satisfactory level of performance from the
outsourcing provider. The base expectation should be to exceed what the old
function delivered. Yet the most effective outsourcing relationships reach
beyond this level. The service provider
delivers counsel, a methodology, and
results that are derived in the context
of corporate strategy. For example, outsourcing the accounting function can
yield a 10% to 30% improvement in
cost savings throughout the company
because of new efficiencies in the interfaces with other departments and divisions as well as new methods for identifying opportunities within the

strategy fulfillment. For example, a
world -class provider of internal audit
outsourcing should deliver process
improvement recommendations above
and beyond the typical internal audit.
As the relationship matures, the service provider should further enable the
company's strategy implementation by
working with management to allow a
greater focus on core activities and by
giving management the benefit of the
provider's experience and perspective.
Several rewards can result from this
arrangement.
More focused strategic direction.

Senior executives can deploy more of
their time to issues concerning longterm strategy and less on short -term
implementation. Also, with the help of
the service provider, executives can
revamp their views of the role of various financial functions. They are able

Client/provider teamwork is critical to successful outsourcing, especially a
financial function.

function. One such efficiency is a
reduction in the number of times data
must be handled after being collected
from the field. When the process for
gathering that data is streamlined,
there can be benefits. Three examples
are: The number of times required to
check data is reduced, the people
involved spend less time preparing the
information, and there is less room for
error.
The provider should work with management in the early phases of the
arrangement to reveal such opportunities for improving operations and providing information that enhances

to reconcile these functions' impact on
the top line because the provider is
exposing both actual and potential
improvements on several levels, not
just execution. In the case of an internal audit outsourcing, specialized computer audit, process analysis, treasury
risk, and facilitation skills can enable
management to introduce new efficiencies. These efficiencies can include a
higher level of data security that is
technologically derived, a higher level
of data accuracy, and a more streamlined process for incorporating new
ideas from the team and addressing
any problems in real -time as opposed
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Setting the parameters
The leaders of companies that outsource
successfully take a results - oriented view.
They begin by outlining an arrangement that,
first and foremost, addresses the characteristics that make a company unique. After
clarifying the company's "corporate context,"
they follow these five steps to forming a successful outsourcing of finance, internal audit,
or accounting.

operation that is tied visibly to the business strategies of the organization.
5. Address performance – identify performance measures and a process for measurement The operation should be measured by its contribution to the fulfillment
of the company's business strategies, so
performance expectations should be
articulated at the front end of the
arrangement.

f. Define the company's core competencies.
What creates the company's revenue
stream? What is the company's business?
Financial functions, while essential, are
usually not core competencies.
2. Assessthe pros and cons of outsourcing
the function – including the opportunities
for improvement.Executives should be
very clear about their objectives for the
potential arrangement and expectations
for the service provider. A diagnostic
review of specific finance processes can
help establish a benchmark and establish
expectations for improvement from a
potential outsourcing provider.
3. Select potential providers,and review
their approaches.Outline the characteristics of the relationship, addressing the
level and complexity of the processes
being outsourced. Consider all factors,
from the financial processes through
managing the change in converting to an
outsourced format. Finally, make sure that
the selected provider can fulfill the next
two requirements.
4. Specify a process for the transition from
in -house to outsource. Select an
approach to executing the operating
processes.A transition plan addresses
how to sustain uninterrupted operations
in the function, introduce change, and
help employees handle change effectively. The approach also should deliver a set
of processes for meeting existing expectations yet target areas for improvement.
A successful outsourcing arrangement
should yield a continuously improving

Selecting the service provider
The companies that advocate outsourcing as
a result of their positive experiences usually
point to one overriding factor: a successful,
well- managed relationship between the
client and the service provider. It is critical
for the company to find a provider that has
four credentials: flexibility, efficiency, professionalism, and a collaborative mindset.
Flexibility is the hallmark of the
client/provider relationship. The provider
must deliver services that adhere to professional guidelines and government regulations
while they adapt to the company's culture
and direction. One Midwest office machine
seller and servicer cites that the flexibility of
the service provider delivers not only more
timely information but reduced cost and less
anxiety about compliance, focus, and even
collections.
Efficiency is the hallmark of any delivered
product or service. The best service provider
will improve the function as a result of the
outsourcing arrangement, not make things
more complex or difficult for the company
and employees. Improvement, not just transition, is an appropriate expectation.
The professional provider will encourage
the company to perform an initial needs
assessment, which addresses not only the
current practices and their impact on the
company but the potential for managing the
function more effectively. In an outsourced
tax function, for example, the old practices
may form an appropriate starting point for a
needs assessment, but they may not be
accurate for the company's new configura-

to hearing about them at the completion of a project or initiative. Another
major benefit of outsourcing is the
industry perspective. The best service
providers can deliver knowledge of the
client's entire industry into the client's
organization.
Long-term cost control. In internal
audit outsourcing, for example, some
companies report savings of up to 2001 ,
including cases in which internal and
external audits are integrated by one
provider. While cost savings and longterm control of costs should not be the
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only measure of the an-angement's success, for many companies it is one of
the most critical. Maintaining cost control and predictability is possible when
management and the provider apply a
well- formed methodology and appropriate technology in a continuous
improvement environment and achieve
agreed -upon performance goals.
Enhanced resource allocation. Company
leaders can develop and deploy internal resources —both people and capital
items —back toward the core business
activities. Head count, for example, can

tion. The best financial function outsourcers
demonstrate the most comprehensive command of their own capabilities in the function
at hand –and thus have a clear expectation of
the outsourcing provider's role. Jack Acosta,
CFO of Sybase, Inc., made the decision to
outsource its internal audit activities. He
says, "Any company could tell us whether
we have a decent T &E control environment.
What you want is a provider who can say
'we know your business, we understand your
risks –now here's how we can add more
value. "' The provider should be able to
demonstrate experience and expertise, usually best represented in current contracts.
The key considerations are the types of contracts and the approach to forming and executing the services that fulfill the contracts.
A collaborative mindset is the final critical
credential. Without the desire and the ability
to work closely with client employees as well
as client leaders, the service provider cannot
deliver flexibly, efficiently, or professionally.
This includes understanding the need to
manage all the various changes that accompany an outsourcing contract, such as helping the client develop new human resource
strategies.
There are several signs that point to the
possession of these credentials:
■ A provider who has the outsourced function as its own core competency.
■ A provider who is committed to the business of outsourcing.
■ A provider who emphasizes collaboration
and independence in the way the relationship is constructed –not control and
dependence.
■ A provider who demonstrates a knowledge of the company's business and
industry and the capacity to expand that
knowledge on a real -time basis.
■ A provider who has dedicated HR specialists who can help avoid morale problems by working to create a positive
learning and growth environment for
employees.
be reassigned as needed. In some companies, employee reassignments could
take the form of temporary assignments of a few months' duration to
areas that are most needy. It may
mean dismantling static functions and
reassigning some of their activities to
new areas that will need more employees. The reward here is helping the
organization focus on the market and
respond to it more nimbly.
Continuous application of state- of -themarket expertise, including best business practices. An outsourcing contract
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One of the largest insurance companies in
the United States wanted a flexible internal
structure to align itself more accurately
with the corporate strategy of its parent
company. Composed of several units
throughout the United States, Company X
chose to outxource its internal audit function, organized unit by unit, to Arthur
Andersen. The company's objective was to
achieve optimum organizational form, both
as an entity and within each unit.
Arthur Andersen's goal in meeting this
objective was to identify the company's
business risk issues, expose the areas of
concern, and work with Company X to create a best -in -class internal audit capacity.
The process began with the successful
transition of Company X's existing internal
audit professionals to other parts of the
organization or into Arthur Andersen to
serve on various unit engagement teams.
By beginning with a comprehensive business risk assessment, Arthur Andersen and
Company X were able to consider the
needs and expectations of all personnel
involved as they clarified the requirements
for a successful outsourcing: knowledge,
experience, and potential. Arthur Andersen
helped the company evaluate resident
skills in strategic— broad, forecasting —and
implementation — technical, motivational—
terms. When combined with the active participation of the management team, the
resulting analysis set the stage for a new
focus on creating value, not just executing

with a quality provider can give the
client an uninterrupted infusion of
new, yet tested, ideas for improving the
function that is being outsourced and
its impact on overall company performance. Success is derived through continuous improvement.

NOTWITHOUTRISK

T here also can be risks in outsourcing financial functions, although an
experienced provider can work with a
company to mitigate them. The following risks are the most prevalent.
The company becomes too dependent
on the service provider. Inexperienced
providers can assume too much control
and decision- making responsibility
while having too little daily interaction
with internal company contacts. Mutual agreement on the scope of work and
performance measures as well as strict
36
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the internal audit. The company's internal
audit director maintains, "The outsourcing
arrangement has created a new dimension
of responsiveness in the internal audit
functions. We attribute this primarily to the
application of Andersen's specialized skills.
They develop these skills as a core competency and enhance them by focusing on
best practices and knowledge."
Internal audit management continues
today with a unique format that balances
the needs of Company X on a corporate
level with the priorities of its business units.
Company X wants flexibility, cost savings,
and state -of- the - market expertise. In fulfilling these needs, the business units place
great value on the integrated support and
constant access to their Arthur Andersen
teams as well as specific technical expertise in areas like fraud, actuarial, and risk
assessment. The result is better audit coverage at the business unit level without the
"corporate cop" on patrol. As such, the
image of the internal audit function has
changed from a command - and - control perception to a resource for leadership.
The internal audit achievements have
enabled Company X and its parent to focus
the company on its core competencies,
These achievements combine to serve as
an example of how outsourcing can work
to everyone's advantage and satisfaction:
establishing cost controls for clients and
new career opportunities for employees in
transition.

adherence to regulatory standards can
help lessen this risk.
The service provider doesn't know the
business or the company's practices.
The provider does not take the essential strategic perspective, leaving the
client with a revamped financial function that may deliver efficiencies in the
short term but does not generate significant improvement over the long
term. The best providers bring significant industry experience to each
engagement and gain the necessary indepth knowledge of the business
through their own research and
through working closely with client
staff and management.
Employee morale suffers.The client
company's employees can view the outsourcing arrangement as a way to rid
the organization of people and cut
costs at their expense. In virtually

every outsourcing relationship, even
those in which the provider is introducing the function into the organization
for the first time, considering the
human impact is essential. The
provider must take the time to get to
know the company and its people and
work with the company's human
resources function to design and implement a transition plan. Absence of a
sound transition plan can severely
wound morale, undermine the success
of the outsourcing relationship, and
reinforce the belief that employment is
a commodity -style relationship. Further, the lack of transition planning
can increase the legal exposure for
both the company and the provider.
Strong, decisive relationship management can control these risks. The
provider should apply a transition plan
for introducing the outsourcing
arrangement to the client's staff in a
way that addresses their concerns and
helps them through the transition.

RESPECTISESSENTIAL

O

ne of the most critical implications
of outsourcing is human resources policy and practices. What is true for the
conduct of general business is true for
the outsourcing arrangement: The company's and the provider's human
resources specialists should be
involved before the initiation of the
contract. Further, HR should expect, as
part of the arrangement, support and
counsel from the service provider in
effecting the transition of employees
away from their current roles.
Generally, there are three routes
that employees can take as a result of
the outsourcing contract.
The first route is employment with the
service provider. In many cases, after
an interview process that includes
skills assessment, an employee takes a
position with the provider and continues to work at the now - client site in
the same or a similar role. Later, the
employee may decide to supplement
that experience with other client
service opportunities afforded by the
service provider.
The second route is the reassignment
of an employee to another area of the
organization. Financial skills are
applicable to many functions. Further,
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the decision to outsource a financial
function is not always associated with
downsizing; it may be a restructuring
situation in which some activities are
assigned to other areas. In these cases,
it usually is appropriate for some
employees to be assigned to the revamped functions.
The third route is employment elsewhere, outside the company or the
service provider. In a few cases
where skills and personal goals do
not match, employees need to seek a
new position in another organization.
The best transition process offers a
plan to address the needs of employees
affected by the change — whether an
employee is leaving to join the service
provider and become part of its team,
moving to another part of the organization, or is being outplaced. Further, the
process should help employees see the
change as an opportunity. The most
anxiety arises when the employer and
the service provider are unprepared to
deal with employees' reactions, yet, in
many cases, people report that their
situations actually have improved after
their positions have changed because
of outsourcing. Deanna Sullivan, formerly a member of the internal audit
team at Enron, is now a member of
Arthur Andersen's Contract Audit Services firmwide team. Her responsibilities have expanded since she joined the
firm. She explains, "I enjoy working in
a variety of areas. Not only can I use
my internal audit skills, but I have the
opportunity to do other things, such as
training and product development. And
now I have accesses to resources such
as technology, research, and industry
specialists that most internal audit
departments could never offer."
While it is the employer's responsibility to lead the transition, the service
provider should be in a position to support the client with proven transition
approaches and reliable ideas. For
example, the service provider should
have a method for assessing employee
skills, an interview approach, and a
decision - making model. Most critical,
however, is a sensitivity to an employee's state of mind as the outsourcing
change is introduced. The client and
service provider should communicate
openly and honestly with each other as
well as with the employees about the
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various aspects of the transition.
Outsourcing does not need to result
in mass layoffs. For example, across its
broad outsourcing business, Arthur
Andersen on average retains 70% of
the employees who were part of the
original function. According to Grover
Wray, Arthur Andersen's director of
human resources for the Contract Services practice, there are four stages of
transition for employees who join the
service provider.
Establish the change. People become
comfortable with their new position
and learn about their salary and
benefits during the initial stage of the
transition.
Acclimate. Employees develop a clear
picture of their new roles and where
they fit in the organization.
Identify. Employees develop a higher
comfort level with the new organization model and grow their ability to
shape their new roles.
Achieve.Employees are recognized and
rewarded for their success in the new
environment.
An HR plan is an essential component of the contract. It should outline
the requisite skills, include skills
assessments, and provide a transition
strategy for moving people into the
provider organization. The latter component should address both logistical
issues and the human aspects of the
transfer. When employees' personal
needs and expectations are addressed
and respected, the outsourcing
arrangement has a better chance of
succeeding and making a positive
impact on the organization's health.

INCREASED VALUE

T he main reason to outsource a

financial function is increased value —
value for the organization, value for its
staff, value for its customers. The definition of value, however, includes a redefinition of savings and investment.
An outsourcing arrangement may
require the same corporate investment
as the internal function, but the value
of the investment is increased on several fronts. With a quality provider, the
client gains access to a core competen-

cy that has been nurtured by investments in training, benchmarking, and
sophisticated methodologies. The organization benefits from easy access to a
core competency without having to
build or maintain it. The organization's
employees benefit from the new information and process improvements generated by the arrangement. Customers
benefit from a renewed focus on the
organization's products and services.
The quality service provider will help
the client define value in terms of compliance, a respect for professional standards, a strategic orientation, efficiency, and fairness.
Outsourcing doesn't have to be traumatic. Great value can be derived from
outsourcing finance, internal audit, or
accounting functions if both client and
service provider develop a model for
creating and managing the contract.
Once the relationship is defined, goals
established, and measures outlined,
outsourcing can enable a company and
its leaders to reach new heights in
enhancing and delivering the company's core competencies into the marketplace. The key is a relationship that
gives the client access to best business
practices, professional knowledge, and
practical information. This arrangement ensures, at the least, the protection of the outsourced function's franchise. At the most, which should be the
goal of every service provider, a strong
relationship with the client heightens
the strategic, impact of the outsourced
function. In the best -case scenario, the
performance of the outsourced function
is evidence that a new level of achievement is possible and of great benefit to
all stakeholders. ■
Robert G. Kralovetz is the worldwide managing director of Arthur Andersen's Contract
Audit Services practice, responsible for the
development of the firm's expansion of its services to include auditing the business of clients.
He also is involved in the training of Arthur
Andersen's personnel in operational business
process auditing and process self - assessment
techniques, which help businesses focus on
their key critical success factors and related
business risks.
For information about outsourcing in the
finance area, you may visit the Arthur Andersen Contract Services site on the World Wide
Web at http : / /www.arthurandersen.com/cs. To
order a copy of New Directions in Finance,contact the Economist Intelligence Unit at (212)
b64 -0600.

Leveraging
the Da to
Warehouse

BYWALTERSAULS
ccounting systems designed in
the late 1970s and early 198Os
are aging rapidly. The cost to redevelop these legacy systems is enormous and especially unwelcome at a
time when organizations worldwide
are spending billions of dollars just to
prepare these same systems to accommodate the date changes occurring
with the year 2000. Moreover, rebuilding systems does not overcome the
problems inherent in a design that
does not meet the needs of an approach
to business that makes the customer
the focal point.
Today's customer - centered approach
also has forced management to combine all business functions and processes— managing them with cross functional teams. Adding to the
dilemma, end users are demanding
systems that are more user - friendly
while IT scrambles to meet those demands with lower -cost processors
and systems. For more and more organizations, the solution to this aging
technological infrastructure is a data
warehouse.

WHAT IS A DATA WAREHOUSE?

A data warehouse is a collection center that stores enterprise -wide information. The warehouse gathers data
from legacy applications, standardizes
them into information that conforms
with common business definitions, and
makes the information available for
analysis, decision making, and policy
setting. A data warehouse is not an operational system. Its primary function
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is not to accelerate data processing.
The warehouse facilitates analysis —
becoming a powerful decision- support
tool by assembling previously unrelated customer data that now can be modeled in an almost infinite variety of
user - defined scenarios. The warehouse
interface enables business users to analyze the data, perform scenario modeling, and generate reports from a business, rather than a system, point of
view.

DECISIONSUPPORTFORCFOS
T hhe
e goal of a chief financial officer is
to increase profitability through sound
economic decisions and policy development. Readily available, standardized,
and reliable information is crucial to
effective decision making. It is para-

being used across the enterprise is
standardized in the warehouse and data are arranged in business categories.
This arrangement ensures that data
from different business functions that
report on various activities —such as
turnover, net income, and geographic
data —are consistent. This standardization of data ensures that reporting
from all organizational units is
consistent.
Correlation and analysis of data
from different divisions in order to
identify and study new relationships
also are possible with the warehouse.
For example, finance can gain access to
previously unavailable or long delayed
marketing data to measure the sales
volume increases resulting from targeted advertising campaigns. Management, therefore, can evaluate the re-

EMPOWEREDUSERS

O

ver the last 10 years, many organizations have learned that the best decisions are made closest to where the actual work is performed. Ford Motor
Company taught everyone that the
best products are designed and built
when the workers themselves are allowed to innovate, experiment, and
change the workplace. One of the necessary ingredients of empowerment is
giving workers the information they
need to measure results. By placing
the access to enterprise -wide information into the hands of the innovators,
while reducing the role of IT, more
rapid and more effective decisions can
be made. The ability to think in what -if
terms soon becomes a prerogative of all
workers, not just a selected few. (See
Figure 2.)
With few exceptions, a data warehouse will pay for itself in months if its
design and construction are managed
properly. A recent three -year study of
62 organizations by International Data
Corporation (IDC) revealed the organizations spent an average of $2.2 million building their warehouses and received a 400% return on their
investment. In light of confirmed pay backs of this magnitude, organizations
should give some thought to building
their own data warehouse.

THEROLEOFTHECFO

T he CFO must play an active role in

doxical today that most organizations
are drowning in data but dying for information. A data warehouse can provide enterprise -wide access to and
analysis of information that previously
was locked in legacy systems. The term
data mining accurately describes the
process--a data warehouse literally enables an organization to cull out meaningful information (metals) from the
mass of data (ore) stored in the enterprise. From a CFO's perspective, the
data warehouse is a way to reorganize
critical business information at an enterprise level for use by organizational
decision makers.
Enterprise -level analysis is possible
because the definition of data elements
40
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sults in a much more meaningful way
than ever before. (See Figure 1.)
Improved analyses could give manufacturing what it needs to experiment
with various scenarios for products
that are sold by location. Manufacturing output could be modeled to reflect
shifting customer demands, thus freeing up warehouse space and meeting
customers' needs more quickly. The
ability to group remote information
from multiple locations into centralized
logical business hierarchies permits
improved analysis of sales data. It also
puts the power of the data warehouse
into the hands of the people who need
it the most —the end users who make
decisions.

building a data warehouse. First and
foremost, the CFO must remain committed to the success of the warehouse
for the duration of the project. He or
she must be willing to commit the
necessary resources, both human and
budgetary. The money is typically the
easy part. The hard part is to involve
the subject matter experts from business units throughout the enterprise.
The personnel assigned to the data
warehouse team must be given relief
from many of their daily duties so they
can provide the design and information
expertise for drawing up business
requirements.
The requirements are critical because without a solid definition of the
information that users will need —and
how that information is related to other information —the chance of success
will be in jeopardy. The CFO must use
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the clout of the office to force, if necessary, the involvement of business users
from start to finish.
The most successful data warehouse
projects are staffed with an almost
equal mix of business subject matter
experts and information technology
specialists. This is a radical idea in
many organizations, and the CFO
must be prepared to serve as the corporate sponsor to ensure adequate focus
and resources.
The initial role of a CFO in supervising the development of the warehouse
is to ensure that the requirements gathering process defines the information needs adequately. Developing a
data warehouse is not the same as developing an accounting or business system. Old style design techniques need
to be replaced with a more collaborative exchange of ideas and needs. New
techniques for gathering requirements
must be employed to get business units
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T he first step in building a data
End-User
Support

involved. Full benefit will be realized
only if every area is included.
One way to include every business
area is to form cross - functional requirements teams made up of representatives from the key business areas.
The CFO can act as executive sponsor
for these teams and guide them down
the correct path. A cross - functional design team learns and communicates
ways to improve processes, to strengthen procedures, and to analyze how all
of the organization's parts fit together
to create the whole.
Finally, the organization will be
building a "new home" for corporate information (the warehouse), and this information will be shared across the organization. The CFO must avoid
redundancy and create harmony in the
arrangement of the business areas in
the warehouse.
The next major role the CFO should
take on is that of supervising the funding for the project. Most CFOs —maybe
with the exception of those in the
largest corporations — generally will
want to review and track what could
be a $2.2 million investment. Warehouse projects, on occasion, have become like quicksand. Before anyone realized what was going on, the money
was spent, and the warehouse was incomplete. The CFO should require iterative investment that can be broken
down into three almost equal parts:

Call 1 -800- 272 -0707
forInformation or
samplevideo

• Requirements gathering,
• Hardware/software purchasing, and
• Integration and implementation.

Circle No. 19

The procedure should be to define
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the project, fund it in phases, and measure the results of the current phase
before funding the next phase. Then,
once the CFO has a firm grasp on the
funding aspect of the project, the team
can move to the next step: that of actually building the warehouse.

warehouse is identifying the organization's critical data requirements. As
with any systems development project,
success can be measured by how well
the system supports these data requirements. Building a data warehouse, however, requires more than
collecting mountains of data. It requires viewing the organization as a
series of business functions that are
driven by high - impact processes
(HIPS)— processes that must be executed correctly to ensure the organization's success. (See Table 1.)
Analyzing the HIPS is where the
cross - functional team will begin its
true work. The team must examine the
HIPS precisely to determine the source,
frequency, security level, and views for
each information flow into and out of
the HIP. Some or all of the information flowing into and out of HIPS will
become the data elements for the warehouse. Definition of the who, what,
when, where, and why for every HIP is
critical to obtaining the right data for
the warehouse.

STANDARDIZINGTHEDATA

A

fter the requirements have been
identified, the team must determine
how to standardize the source information for the warehouse. For example, a
large bank might have between 50 and
150 applications in use. Many of them
contain information that is similar but
not identical. Both a customer service
application and a marketing application might contain the field "Customer
Account Number." In the marketing
application, the field may contain four
leading zeros while the customer service application has none. The warehouse team must identify such data inconsistencies and standardize them
before they are loaded into the warehouse. Otherwise, the information contained in the warehouse may be incompatible or redundant.

Customer /account profitability

Branch work measurement

Board reporting

Special market promotions

Analyze check processing

Audit validation

Contact management

Waived refunds /fees

Fee modeling

Sales tracking

Transit/float analysis

Financial consolidation

Customer relationship

Deposit/loan consolidation

Budget analysis

Customer profile

Staff modeling

Productivity performance

Market analysis

Customer research analysis

Cash flow analysis

Activity management

Migration analysis

Loan operations management

Credit administration reporting

PARTNERINGWITHIT

T he cross - functionality of the re-

quirements- gathering team must carry
through the life of the project. It's very
important to remember that up to one
half of the project team should be noninformation technology personnel. This
is not a common practice in developing
traditional systems, and it may meet
resistance. With strong CFO support,
however, the organization will accept
the concept.
For example, when one organization
that was sold on building a data warehouse the right way set out to develop
its data warehouse, it brought field
salespeople into the project to provide
full -time guidance to the project team.
Because the IT team benefited from
the expert knowledge of those in the
field, the warehouse was a huge success. Moral of the story: The end users
must be part of the development.

WAREHOUSEBENEFITS

An organ izatio n that has sp ent wise-

ly, secured executive sponsorship, and
used cross - functional teams to define
requirem ents will h ave a wareho use
that enables execu tive managemen t to
leverage enterprise -wide customer information. For example, if a bank's
myriad services — credit cards, demand
deposit, loans, mortgages, investments,
and so on —are able to share customer
data, the ban k can leverage th at information to increase its profitability.
Customers with large deposit account
balances can be approached about
opening mon ey market o r trust accounts; those with many debts can be

counseled to consolidate them with
home equity loans.
Building a data warehouse is a long,
hard journey, but the payback is well
worth it. And a CFO can play a huge
part in ensuring the warehouse project's success. The CFO can guide the
organization through the most critical

infrastructure is sound, the result -a
potential 400% return on investment —
will be worth all of the time and effort

expended in building it. ■
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steps in the project: requirements
gathering, funding, and implem entation of the warehouse. If the warehouse
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DevelopingaTim
BY KATHY WILLIAMS AND
JAMES HART

The secret is to
give management
accountants more
time to do the
value -added parts
of their jobs
so they can bring
the world of
accounting closer
to the business.
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very time John Calahan thought
his growing company was headed
in the right direction, the computer
industry made a major shift, and Timeline had to react quickly to meet the
new demands of the marketplace. It
was able to do so, almost without missing a beat, because of the flexibility
and business acumen this accountant/
entrepreneur CEO had instilled from
the beginning.
"I was `infected' with management
accounting in 1969, and it has influenced my whole thinking and almost
every step I've taken since," he grins.
His passion for the profession developed when, after completing a stint in
the Air Force during the Vietnam era
where he was doing computer work
while stationed in Thailand and Southeast Asia, he returned home to Seattle
in 1968 and entered business school at
the University of Washington. There he
met Elden Schaefer, "one of the early
movers and shakers in IMA," became
his teaching assistant, and, at his suggestion, joined the Association.
"Elden was the leader in cost accounting in our school. Under his influence I became totally infatuated with
the concept that accounting could be
used to help improve the value of a
business and not just be a bookkeeping
function to add up numbers. I was always a bit of a salesman, and I knew I
had an aptitude for accounting, but the
last thing I wanted to do was wear a
green eyeshade. When I graduated, I
took a job with Arthur Andersen in
Seattle, but I never really fit into the
public accounting world. I loved economics. I loved the science of accounting and understanding how the application of economics to it could actually
make me some money as well as help
somebody else. It was an area in which
I could participate."
After five years in public accounting,

Calahan decided to start his own business. He and two partners did small
business accounting and tax work for a
group of Seattle fishermen.
Then in the mid -'7Os, a friend asked
him to put a cost accounting system
into the computer center at People's
Bank so the bank could figure out how
much it cost to process a check and
similar information. He became fascinated with the electronic data gathering process. Back at his CPA practice,
however, the operations were still
manual (there were no PCs then), and
the lure of the computer world became
too strong. "I had this dream that I
was going to write an accounting system for the time - sharing environment
that was growing, and I would take
this package and sell it to all the regional and local CPAs in the world.
But we didn't want to get into compiling data —we wanted our clients to do
that. So we started putting terminals
into our customers' sites, and they dialed into a computer in Seattle on
which we were renting time. They
typed in the data and printed their
checks, and we as their accountant analyzed it and did their management
information. So I formed the company
called Timeline in 1977 to do the computer work. It was a sister corporation
of the CPA firm. We were doing management accounting, in essence, internal accounting, on a time - sharing basis. And we wrote a general ledger
product for the Digital computer environment which would meet the needs
of a variety of businesses."
Then came the first paradigm shift.
"Mr. Gates invented the personal
computer, and my time - sharing business had to change," he explains, "The
reason you do time - sharing is to provide a service that a business can't afford. When Lotus developed an electronic spreadsheet, we knew we had to

alineforSuccess

Q:What was the major reason for

this directional shift?
I saw that the software world was
moving into an oligopoly. We were going to have three or four very large
companies that would be providing the
core software. We had to find one of
those and bet our whole future on that
company. It isn't unlike the automobile
industry. If you're building a truck, you
buy a General Motors frame and put
your cab on top of it. You don't try to

build a truck from scratch. The truly
successful companies are those that
have partnered with the likes of an
IBM or Microsoft, as we ended doing. Microsoft convinced us its product
called Microsoft Access was going to be
a great development tool for all sizes of
businesses. So we got involved with
Microsoft as a development partner in
1990. Quite honestly, you made more
money if you didn't have to sell somebody else's software, but now there
are a few companies like Microsoft,
and like Oracle is becoming, that will
provide you an environment where
you can actually make money by
adding onto their products. This oligopoly is very real, and if you don't get into the oligopoly, you're not going to
make it."
up

capitalize on our knowledge and
experience."
Timeline became a software vendor,
capitalizing on its general ledger product. "We succeeded because we had
flexibility in our general ledger. It was
a 50 -digit general ledger number with
10 segments. We did this because we
believed the general ledger was the data warehouse a company wanted so it
could get all the information out. I
bought a company called WHY Systems that created a product called Dig iCalc, the first spreadsheet on minicomputers. We believed spreadsheets
were the environment that accountants wanted for their reporting, so we
integrated the spreadsheet to our general ledger. To this day we're still selling in that environment."
Then the computer industry shifted
again with talk turning to "the promise
of tools, plug -and -play, object - oriented.
They didn't exist, but the idea existed
that you could become best of breed.
So we moved out of the DEC world into
development. We made the shift from
being hardware centric to software
centric." And Timeline continued its
evolution into the mid- to high -end
financial reporting and analysis soft warelconsulting company it is today.
Calahan says his company's ability to
succeed has been based on lucrative
partnerships.

Q:Timeline's products work interm-

tively with database technology. Now
would you assess the players —who
they were and who they've become?
In 1990 there was the IBM camp, the
Oracle camp, the Microsoft camp, and
the Sybase camp. There also were second -tier companies —the Informixes.
For the kinds of businesses we were
serving, they were the choices because
you had to go to a database strategy.
Digital's database products had been
purchased by Oracle.
Then Dave Cutler, from DEC, went
to Microsoft and designed NT. We've
been able to take it to the enterprise
level with dedicated NT applications.
We've been very good at making smaller computers perform bigger computer
functions through some practical integration technologies. But in 1990 there
were few choices and a lot of talk. How
has the scene changed six years later?
It hasn't. The major change obviously
is the Internet. It will create a network
for companies that could not afford
their own local area network other-

wise. The possibilities are almost
limitless.

Q:Now does Timeline fit into this
mix?

We have to be able to distribute data
and make large numbers of PCs work
together in an intelligent manner. The
problem we've been solving since 1970
has been the access to and distribution
of business information with high quality, correct data. Accountants have
always been dealing with that issue.
There was a period when the accounting profession was pushed to the back
room and the MIS people moved to the
front, saying, "Okay, well take this
over. You guys don't know what you're
doing, and it takes you too long to close
the books." But accounting and IS work
together to produce an information system that works. Timeline started in
the accounting world, and we've followed the entire computer revolution.
Being around this environment has
made us a creative - oriented group in
the accounting area. I suppose that's
an oxymoron, but its true. The consistency we've applied has always been
the belief that the general ledger function is the place to get your business
information. Look at all the general
ledgers that software companies are
coming out with today. They are robust
and comprehensive, more than just
some high -level tool oriented to producing the audit and statements. People
are using them for management
accounting.
Here's an example of how I think the
people in IS and accounting have to
work together. OLAP [online analytical
processing] is a great tool that an IS
person can install and use to draw data down from an accounts receivable
system or an order entry system. But
how is he going to incorporate the
write -offs once the accountant finally
OCTOBER 1996
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ABOUT TIMELINE
Founded in 1977 by current CEO John Calahan, Timeline has as its vision,
"To get the information to the people who need it in the way that they need it
by providing the standard solution for connecting accounting data, regardless
of origin, to reporting systems."
Headquartered in Bellevue, Wash., Timeline also has branches in Chicago
and in London. It began by providing time - sharing on the DEC VAX platform
for companies' financial data and has evolved into a financial reporting, budgeting, and consolidations software provider for medium -sized to large corporations. With its MetaView technology, a suite of desktop analysis and NT
server -based warehouse applications, Timeline allows users of Microsoft Excel to produce financial reports automatically from data sourced from the
transaction systems of an organization, whether PC or mainframe based.
Timeline has partnered with Microsoft in product development and uses Microsoft's client/server technology exclusively. Timeline's products operate on
Microsoft Office, Windows NT, and Windows 95 environments and work with
accounting systems on mainframes or PCs.
Its products include MetaView Server –the core warehouse product comprising the relational database engine, the database generator for warehouse
maintenance, and the financial reporter for building and running financial
statements –and MetaView Analyst for Microsoft Excel, which allows companies to view accounting data using special templates in Excel. The company
also offers technical and business consulting services and maintains a financial reporting forum on the World Wide Web where customers can access help
in areas from preparing financial reports to the latest product information or
templates.

closes his books? There's no way. OLAP
is fast once, but there's no security in
it, there's no integrity in it, there's no
quality of data. That's what the accountant needs to bring to the formula.
This permeates our whole thinking at
Timeline —the management accounting
paradigm.
We're trying to imagine a world
where the accounting function adds as
much to the value of the business as
the sales function. It isn't an either /or,
but we want to get the accounting people out of data compilation into an
area where they can become part of a
business information team. The current business challenge we see is that
40% of all companies rekey data in
spreadsheets. People want high - quality
data quickly, and they want access to
those data. But they need the right
tools.
The volume of information is astronomical. Most of your readers see this
firsthand. They spend way too much
time compiling data and not enough
46
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time analyzing data. The goal is to add
value. Do you add value by delivering
better analysis? Maybe. Do you add
value by delivering a better access?
Maybe. But you really add value by
giving people more time.
Management accountants and financial managers don't need more versions
of their accounts. They don't need more
detail on the profit and loss. They need
more time to relate the information
they've got back into the business and
take the accounting function out of the
data compilation business.
Many of our readers now have the
challenge of evaluating financial software systems? Where's a good starting point?
You need to take a commonsense approach to evaluating and buying
systems.
You can't count just on a company's
track record. You can't say, "Go to the
companies that have been around the
longest," because many of them are on

the very high end. The real thing you
want to do is buy packaged software
and then apply it.
You also need to go to companies
that have established a standard. Why
would you want to buy a reporting
product that says, "We're not a spreadsheet." Accountants want a spreadsheet. If I were a large company and I
used both Lotus and Excel, I wouldn't
say, `Throw out Lotus: 1 would say,
`Does your product incorporate bothT
We're dealing with velocity, quality,
and access to information —and improving that. The key thing a vendor
can provide is time for a business,
whether it's time for education, vacation, or seeking certification for management accountants. But time is crucial now.
Let's talk about quality for a
minute. What tools are available, for
example, to ensure data quality?
Filters. With filters, you never rekey
data. Users can make a change one
place that will affect other data. We
looked at this issue in our relationship
with Microsoft on production of the
Small Business Financial Manager. We
had to face head on the issue of migrating not only accounting data but also
accounting structures with that data,
automatically, without user intervention into our data warehouse sitting beneath Excel. This goes back to my flexible general ledger days of a 10- segment
structure in which the first thing is
called company, and the next thing is
called division, the next thing is called
project, the next thing is called GL account, and I get to determine the size
of each of them. We push a button in
our system, and the spreadsheet is created automatically, so there's no programming involved. Microsoft said,
`Let's automate that procedure.' Now
we have a system where someone can
have any vendor's accounting software
system and make a change. As the
users are building this filter, our software is bringing the codes and the values into a database. This database is
read by Excel templates that produce
reporting environments. Say I'm operating in the accounting system and I
add another company or take a company away. The filter updates the database and reflects the exact structure
that's in the accounting system. There's
only a single point of maintenance. The

accountant has control over what is being distributed.
With this technology a management
accountant can have one reporting environment hooked into any of several
financial software systems. It's an
OLAP -like technology. It's not just a
big data download. The user has his or
her current period, year -to -date, prior
year, budget, actual —all of those figures already added up in the database.
That's the next step in quality of data,
where accounting rules are controlled
by the accountant.
If we vendors can deliver information to the people who need it —the
controllers, management accountants,
and so on —we're enabling them to focus on what they do best — business decision- making.

tribute more value to their business.
Controllers, cost accountants, even
MBAs and programmers that have
learned accounting know they have to
analyze information. The fun part of
the job is helping put models together.
But in some cases it seems too impractical. So they end up as in the budgeting scenario —with too much information and too many steps, and it seems
like overload. But nothing is more important than building a model of your
company. It's like building navigational
instruments for an airplane.

Q:Are there any other industry

downloading applies to the intranet
versus the Internet?
Yes, but someday it won't make any
difference. If you use the Internet as
the extreme, then you bring that same
user interface internally. Those of us
who deliver products are concerned
about Internet/intranet security, but
we are also concerned about selecting
the right partnerships to provide this
security. We need to pick partners so
we can give better service to our customers. Software vendors have to think
of their products as part of a family of
desktop software from many vendors
and say, how does my application complement the existing customers' software and not how do I replace their
product with mine.

trends you'd like to comment on?
The financial software industry is undergoing a multitude of changes. Vendors have to maintain a humility.
Everybody has something to contribute
to the market, but there are trends.
Companies who aren't adopting a standard —the ones who are trying to reinvent the wheel as it were —will fail.
One company, for example, that was
selling a budgeting product was doing
a good job, but they went against an
established standard, the spreadsheet.
They ended up writing spreadsheet
functions within the product, so now
accountants who were already using
spreadsheet standards had to learn
something else. The company ended up
being sold. Those kinds of companies
are going to have to rethink what
they're doing, and maybe retooling,
which can be difficult. Changing your
thought process isn't easy.
Also, companies with VAR [value added reseller] channels are the ones
who will succeed in mid -range and
even the high -end market. Again the
automobile industry is a good analogy.
In Seattle, Boeing could buy 10 trucks
from a local Ford dealer just as a local
bakery could. Both would be supported
locally, providing additional value
which could not be provided from Detroit. Our market is moving in the
same direction, toward standard technologies. We aren't going to reinvent
our products and write everything
from scratch the same way.

When you talk to management accountants about analyzing data vs.
compiling data, what's their reaction?
They know they have to do it —and
most of them seem to get excited by
the prospect because they want to con-

Where do you see yourself and the
company in,
three years?
My real dream? I'd like to be chairman
of the board, and I'd like to spend a lot
more time in the industry studying the
issues we're talking about. I would like

Q:What about the Internet?
The finance Internet is the most important innovation of the decade. We
believe it will make a huge difference.
So will intranets where multiple users
can share the same functions. That
wasn't possible without the Internet.
But now companies have to be even
more concerned about the quality of
data because millions of people might
download information. It had better be
right.

Qa

Q:Your concern with accessibility and

Q:

say,

to be involved in accounting education— not teaching, but influencing.
Not many accounting schools teach
about technology. Students who are
well versed in the new technology add
a great deal of value to a company that
hires them.

Q:

What about the company?
Timeline has become very attractive to
a lot of people, software companies and
customers alike, it's easy to get distracted by the myriad of possible directions we could take the company. We
are still working off a single mission of
providing management information
from financial systems to whomever
needs it. I would not want to fail that
mission by being opportunist to the obvious appeal we have in many other
markets. On an architecture front, we
need to be sensitive to all technologies
that our customers are investing in
such as Oracle and adapt accordingly.
In business we are well on our way to
realizing some of the potential we have
uncovered in international markets as
well as domestically.
Partnerships are very important to
us, I am always eager to hear from consultants or software companies who
have a strong knowledge of management accounting and would like to get
involved with applying Timeline reporting products. We have already established relationships with several
consultants and software vendors who
are developing industry templates and
reports using our authoring and publishing tools.
Our product is complete and is being
installed successfully in the U.S. and in
Europe. I now expect to spend time
working with people who can help verticalize it for particular industries allowing us to focus on core functionality.
As a public company we will either
become very successful in our mission
or be partner with someone who will
make our technology the success we
expect. The day of the computer genius
holding the company to ransom for the
knowledge they have and no one else is
over. Controllers, management accountants, and financial managers are the
driving force behind their companies'
business analysis now. Our goal is to
ensure they have the necessary tools to
do the excellent job necessary for their
companies' continued success. ■
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Relational Databases:

I

An Accountant S
P rimer
All information
begins as data.
The only thing
more important
than t hat is
how the data are
organized when
Mountains of data are generated every day at ATM sites around the country.

BY PAUL HOOPER AND JOHN PAGE

very day at General Motors 1,183
mainframes process 17 million
transactions and borrow $1.7 billion from 700 banks. The IRS receives
more than 500 million informational returns each year. VISA has 77.2 million
cards generating $60.6 billion dollars in
charges, with 25 million cards used in
1,564 automated teller machines in 25
states.
As you can see, acounting data are at
the heart of any company's information
system, regardless of the level of computer sophistication. Yet, until recently,
only trained computer professionals
could access computerized data. Users
could not access the data directly, so
they were not as useful as they could
have been.
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With the traditional data access approach, queries were difficult. A separate computer program was required for
every type of analysis, and it was hard
to get access to data for purposes other
than those planned for originally and
thus preprogrammed into the accounting system.
Now accounting systems data are
placed in a database. Accounting programs, such as transaction processing
and financial reporting, remain much
as they were, but the database is accessible directly with tools that the end
user can handle. With this approach,
virtually anyone can query the database. The user does not have to go
through the preprogrammed accounting
system or learn programming in order
to get to the data.

they are stored.
BENEFITSANDCOSTSOF
THEDATABASEAPPROACH

P

roblems with retrieving data in both
batch and interactive processing systems using the traditional file approach
led to the basic concept behind the database. With the database there is one set
of uniquely defined data items, and all
computer applications use the same data items that are separate from the applications that use them. This setup allows analysis of the same data across
applications. It also means that the applications and the data can be changed
independent of each other, so data can
be added to, modified, or deleted from
the database without the programs
using them being affected.
For example, a company may have

one set of prices for materials used by
mal for a particular task, frequently a
inventory control for costing issues, anconcern of users who are more interestother set of prices in the engineering deed in optimizing one specific subsystem,
partment used for design of new or resuch as inventory, than in optimizing
vised products, and still another set of
the overall company's operations.
prices used by the purchasing department for determining sources. These
RELATIONALDATABASES
different sets of prices are updated at
different times by different people from
usinesses use data items, records,
different information. Needless to say,
and files to keep track of their operathe prices probably rarely agree, even
tions and accounting data. The most
though they presumably represent the
useful way to visualize data items and
same thing. The database approach to
records is to see them as a table of inthis problem is to have one set of prices
formation called a flat file. The term flat
for materials and then have each applifile is used because the information can
cation use the same information.
be viewed in two dimensions: rows
The database approach also has sim(records) and columns (data items) simplified applications development. All
ilar to tables of data in a book. Table lA
file systems have the same basic compohas a row for each (customer) record in
nents for file creation, maintenance,
the file and a column for each of the four
transaction processing, and report writdata items. For convenience, the name
ing. Once the applications are separated
of each data item, such as customer
from the data, these programs can be
number, is at the top of the appropriate
developed just once for all application
column.
data. Previously, there had been much
For a flat file to be able to store and
duplication of effort in the development
analyze data, it must have the following
of these programs because they were
characteristics:
tied to the specific files they used.
But the database approach is not
1. All items in each column must be the
without its costs. The main cost involves
same kind of data, such as a cuscoordination. If the same number will
tomer number, a customer name, or
uniquely identify a supplier in the ora customer address.
dering system, the
accounts payable
system, and the
inventory system,
someone or some
group must coordinate the design of
4000
Surf City
1000 Ocean Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA
these systems. The
Mountain High
3000
1250 Capitol Hill
Denver, CO
business cannot
Souther Fried
2000
943 Front Street
Mobile, AL
allow
separate
1000
American Widget 1400 Midwest Ave. Racine, WI
groups to develop
Yankee Clipper
5000
3450 Charles St.
Boston, MA
systems independently. But the
price of coordination can be higher
1001
1000
780930
780825
Ralph Fax
than a company is
2002
2000
860210
Susie Que
860115
willing to pay. Al5001
5000
861015
860819
John
Randolph
so, because each
1002
1000
860814
860726
James
Garcia
system is not de4001
4000
860320
860310
Janet
Daly
signed unto itself,
3001
3000
781001
780915
Vahe Baladouni
certain compro5002
5000
861112
861019
David Older
mises must be ac2001
2000
861210
861110
Maria Gomez
cepted in individ4002
4000
661126
861025
Vincent Pica
ual components so
that the total system will fit together. As a result,
each component
may not be opti-

B

2. Each column must have its own
unique name, separate from all others.
In this case, the names are cult -no,
cost -name, cost- addrl, and cust•addr2.
3. All rows must be different in at least
one data item from every other row.
In other words, two rows of data cannot be exactly alike. If two rows are
alike, either they refer to the same
customer, so the duplicate can be
eliminated, or they refer to two separate customers, in which case there
must be one or more data items to
distinguish between those customers.
4. Every cell (the intersection of a row
and a column) contains only one data item. Thus every customer has exactly one oust -no, one cust -name,
and so on.
Having one and only one data item
per cell is significant to the design and
number of flat files. Suppose a manager
is interested in all invoices for a particular customer. Some customers will
have only one invoice while others will
have two, four, or more. These invoices
would not, therefore, fit into a flat file
without some modification because each
cell must contain only one item. A situation such as multiple invoices for a
customer is called a repeating group because there potentially is more than one
data item for a customer. Fortunately,
repeating groups can be dealt with by
forming two flat files. The process of
forming additional flat files from the repeating groups is called normalization.
Another name for a flat file is a relation because it represents a relationship
among the various data items of the file.
In Table 1C, the relation is that all the
data items in one record represent one
customer. On the other hand, there are
two relationships shown in Table 1, one
of customers (A) and one of invoices (B).
In B, there is one record for each invoice.
If there are three invoices for each of six
customers, there would be 18 invoices
and, thus, 18 records in the invoice file
and 18 rows in the table. But there
would be only six customer records in
the customer relation (flat file).
Some database software can process
only flat files, but because it is possible
to transform any
repeating group
into a series of flat
files, this restriction is not serious.
Databases that are
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based on flat files and relations are
called relational databases. This concept of transforming repeating groups
into flat files does create duplication of
data. In the invoice example, the customer number is repeated in both the
customer file and the invoice file. But
relational databases are easy to use and
provide flexibility in handling the data,
which in most applications outweighs
this repetition of data.

RELATIONALDATABASE
MANAGEMENTSYSTEMS
(RDBMS)

down are called leaves, which would be
individual parts with no assembly.
Therefore, each node (component) has
only one parent (the component it goes
into), the root has no parent (because it
is complete), and leaves have no children (because they are not assembled).
Note that if you look at each element in
Level 2 of Figure 1 and think of it as a
root, then its children and descendants

Level 1

what out of favor. Users requiring speed
choose the hierarchical approach, while
those desiring ease of use choose the relational approach. As a result, there is
virtually no new development of network DBMSs or new applications using
a network DBMS.
If a child in a data relationship has
more than one parent, the structure is a
network or plex structure. As in tree

1

T here has been a great deal of experimentation with different ways to accomplish the database approach to business processing. Three approaches have
turned out to be the most common: the
hierarchical or tree structure, the network or plea structure, and the relational or table structure.
Hierarchical or tree approach. The first
major database was developed at Rockwell International for the purpose of
tracking the development of the Apollo
space program. The resulting computer
program later became known as IMS
(Information Management System)
when it was sold by IBM. This database
had a hierarchical focus: The product
(spacecraft) was composed of subassemblies and parts, and each subassembly
was composed of further subassemblies
and parts. Eventually, all subassemblies were broken down into their component parts. A complete breakdown of
a product into its component parts often
is called a bill of materials.
A hierarchical file, such as a bill of
materials detailing the components of a
manufactured product, has a tree structure relationship between the records of
the file. (See Figure 1.) A tree is composed of a hierarchy of elements called
nodes. The uppermost level of the hierarchy has only one node, called the root.
In our example, this root would correspond to the finished spacecraft. With
the exception of the root, every node has
another node related to it at a higher
level, called its parent. No element can
have more than one parent. Each parent can have one or more elements related to it at a lower level, called children; they would be the subassemblies
and the parts that compose them. Elements with no nodes in the next level
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Level

3

4

5

*— Le a ve s

Level 3
Level4

form a tree. A master file transaction
structure also can be thought of as a
hierarchical or tree file structure.
The hierarchical approach has the
advantage of extremely fast transaction
processing. The disadvantages of this
approach are that it is extremely complex to set up, often requiring months
for the initial project, and it is very
difficult to maintain and change as circumstances and data change. Consequently, the hierarchical approach and
the IMS program are suitable only for
highly structured and extremely high volume transaction processing environments.

Network or plea approach. The network approach (or plex structure) exists
somewhere between the hierarchical
and relational approaches in both speed
and ease of use and has fallen some-

structures, plex structures may have
levels. Figure 2 shows the network
structure of a purchasing system with
five record types. Each relationship is a
parent -child relationship. The purchase
order record type is a child of the part
(that is, inventory item) record type and
a parent of the purchase item record
type. A more complex structure is a onto -many relationship in both directions
between part and purchase order. Each
part (inventory item) can be purchased
using many different purchase orders,
and each purchase order can be used for
many different parts.
The network or plex structure approach is easier to use (although slower)
than the rigid tree or hierarchical approach, and it is the basis for the earlier market success of non -IBM systems
such as integrated data management
systems (IDMS). The major difficulty

v
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Relational databases translate requests for information into logical processing steps.
with the network approach is that the
queries that the system can answer efficiently must be designed into the system. Queries, however, often arise that
have not been planned for.
Relational approach. In 1969 at IBM,
mathematician E.F. Codd developed the
relational theory of data that he proposed as a universal foundation for
database systems. Codd's theory formed
the basis for all further work in this
area. A relational DBMS ( RDBMS)
satisfies four conditions.
Information —All information in the
RDBMS is represented in one way only—as values in tables, which allows
users to access, understand, and manipulate data more easily. Each data value
should be accessible by the combination
of the name of the table in which the data are stored, the name of the column
under which stored, and the primary
key that identifies the row in which
stored.
Relational language —The RDBMS
requires a data language to define data;
define logical displays of data; manipulate data; establish rules to prevent errors, such as acceptable values for codes
or a required connection between a
master file and a transaction file; and
maintain authorization of those users
able to access the data. This language
must be able to process entire tables
(not row -by -row) for queries and also
for data modification, insertion, and
deletion.
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Independence —Users must not be required to modify queries or application
programs if the database has been reorganized and there is no loss of information in the base tables. This would include instances where data are moved
(distributed) from one computer to another to be closer to their source or to
the location where they are used more
often. Integrity management, that is,
the maintenance of required links between tables and the validity of values
for the data items, should not be duplicated in each application but are implemented by the DBMS.
Views —The RDBMS must be able to
create logical tables (called views) from
the base tables. For example, the information about an individual that a payroll clerk is authorized to look at could
be put into a view that the payroll clerk
would be able to access. The view could
be queried and processed just as a base
table would be, even though the original
data are not repeated in the view and
all of the data are stored only once in
the base table.

ADVANTAGESOFTHE
RELATIONALAPPROACH

T he relational approach is based on
tables of data in rows and columns, with
operations defined on those tables. Yet
these tables must possess the four characteristics of the relational approach
described above. The RDBMS (not the
user) must ensure that all database ta-

bles comply with these requirements.
When they do, the RDBMS is able to apply mathematical operations and strict
logic to them, which eliminates traditional deficiencies of DBMSs and offers
significant practical benefits. The table
structure of an RDBMS is simple and
familiar. It is general enough to represent most types of data, is independent
of any internal computer mechanisms,
and it is flexible because the user can
restructure tables.
Transaction processing is slower than
with other approaches, but modifying
the structure of files and adding data
items (columns) is considerably easier.
Also, the relational approach allows relationships between tables to be created
later, after the data tables have been developed and the data entered. In the hierarchical and network approaches, allowable queries about the data have to
be identified before the database is developed so that the pointers between
files and records can be created along
with the database.
Data manipulation by an RDBMS is
managed by a well - defined, complete set
of mathematical operations, which always yield tables as results. With relational operations, data access no longer
needs to be procedural. The user can
specify a data request by giving the operations that must be performed on other tables to derive it. The system translates these requests into sets of efficient
processing steps. A relational DBMS
can accumulate information about the

database (such as statistics) in a catalog
to optimize these operations.

SYSTEMSANDTRENDS
JLjeading relatio n al program s for
mainframes are DB2 for the MVS operating system and SQLlDS for th e
VM/CMS operating system. An SQL/DS
applicatio n, for example, can
have up to 70 m illion rows, h undreds of tables, and thousands of

columns. SQL/DS is installed on

databases o r by adding new databases
to a network. Current RDBMSs deliver
these benefits by allowing a collection of
database operations (called a unit of
wo rk) to retrieve and update data at a
remote site. Future capabilities will add
su pp ort fo r a distributed unit of work,
wh ich allo ws a user to access data at
multiple locations simultaneously.

work with other customers. It is more
efficient from the standpoint of data
storage, transaction processing, and data communications if each branch maintains the data files for its customers
while allowing other branches access to
the data. This approach is called distributed data processing because the
databases are distributed around the
operational locations of the firm.
If the databases in different
branches or divisions are not connected and are kept separate, the

more than 7,500 mainfram es and
company is operating with a
costs more th an $100,000 per
decentralized
data processing
Location
A user can submit a query that accesses
installatio n . Oth er leadin g relasystem.
distributed data without having to know
tional databases are Oracle an d
There are four goals for a
where the data are.
INGRES for min ico mpu ters,
distributed
database system:_
Pe
Performance
A query can be submitted from any location,
dBASE and Paradox for m icroand it will run with comparable performance.
computers.
■ A distributed system should
CoPY
The system supports the optional existence
The m ath ematical and lo gical
appear to each user to be a sinOf multiple copies of data by obtaining
basis of th e relatio nal ap pro ach
gle, nondistributed system so
copies from another site.
makes it a natural can d id ate fo r
that queries and transactions
a database stand ard. A stand ard
Tr
Transaction
A user can run a transaction that updates
that affect distributed data
based on the relation al model
data at a number of sites. The transaction
look no different from local
would yield the best of all worlds:
behaves exactly like a local transaction.
queries and transactions.
The products th at complied
■
Each
location should have loFr
Fragment
The distributed DBMS allows a user to cut
would offer bo th relatio n al feacal
autonomy
and not require
up a relation into multiple pieces and to
tures and co mp atib ility with a
the
approval
of
some centralplace the pieces at multiple sites.
defined standard, and the und erized group for local changes.
Schema Change
Users who add or delete data items or
lying database functions would
■ A central site should not be
tables from a distributed database need
be the same for all p ro du cts, rerequired for data storage or
only make the change once to the distribgardless o f wh ether they are d eprocessing.
uted dictionary.
signed for a sin gle u ser o n a PC
■Operation should be continuous.
or multiple users in more sophisLo DBMS
The distributed DBMS provides its service
Local
without regard to the local database systicated systems. In addition, tools
To achieve these goals, there are
such as spreadsheets and word
tems that are actually managing local data.
several features of a distributed
processors do operate on some of
DBMS that should be transparHa
Hardware
Equipment from different manufacturers
these datab ases. Both the Amerient and of no concern to users.
can be mixed and matched without affectcan Natio nal Stand ards Institu te
Table 2 summarizes them.
ing the distributed DBMS.
and the In ternation al Stan d ard s
Operating System Different computers using the DBMS can
Organizatio n have developed
As accounting data processing
use different operating systems.
standards, and all DBMSs are
moves away from centralized
Network
The distributed DBMS can function over
moving toward them.
mainframe processing it moves
different network types and configurationS.
RDBMS are moving toward
toward either decentralized prosupport of distribu ted d atabases,
.
cessing, with totally separate
which are databases spread
databases, or distributed datathroughout the com p uter systems in a
RDBMSs are moving toward providbase systems. Proof of the flexibility of
network. On e b en efit o f a d istrib u ted
ing access to the data for applications
the RDBMS is its ability to adjust to the
database is t h at lo cal d at a can b e rerunning on remote computers. This
newer, much more complicated ways of
trieved without any network activity,
style of distributed computing is called
dealing with data. ■
thus reducing commu nications costs
client/server, where the computer proPaul Hoo p er is p ro fes s or of ac c o unting at the
when compared with a centralized dataviding access to the data is called the
Univers ity of Delaware. He can be reached at (302)
base at a remote site. Another p otential
database server, and the remote com831.17ss.
advantage is that each datab ase can be
puter requesting the data is called the
John Page is ass oc iate profes so r of ac co unting
sized appropriately for its amount of daclient.
at Tulane Univers ity. He c an b e reac hed at (504)
ta, the complexity of user requirements,
865.5475.
In client/server, one branch of a comand the number of users. As the system
pany in one location may have primary
They are coauthors o f Acco unting and In%rma•
grows, add ed demand can b e met more
lion Systems, 4th edition , 1995, published by P rencontact an d conduct virtually all transtice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
easily than with a cen tralized sy stem
actions with one segment of the compaby making smaller changes to ex isting
ny's customers, while other branches
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Put OLAP to Work 1"n
BY LAWSON ABINANTI

Starting with what the end user needs is so logical it seems
obvious. Unfortunately, at the data warehousing conferences I
attend, I meet many professionals who have the task of building data warehouses but who CANNOT explain what business
problem they are trying to solve!
I shouldn't be surprised. A few years ago, a Forrester
Research report titled "Data for Humans ?" contended that data
warehouses were being designed to solve MIS's problems
rather than users' problems. Designers seem to build data
warehouses that collect just about any data available within
operational systems but usually no external data from outside
the formal IT infrastructure. Once they get their data nicely
cleansed (accurate), they'll let the users loose on them, without
ever really understanding what users will do with them. This
method is likely to result in the collection of too much detail of
the wrong sort with not enough relevant context.
Data warehouse designers have my sympathies because they
face an enormous problem: how to get users to specify what
data they really need when they don't know. Some organizations have thousands of users, so you can understand why
designers would rather take the traditional "build it and they
will come" approach. One group that doesn't present this problem is you —users in accounting, finance, and planning. Your
applications —such as budgeting, management reporting, and
profitability analysis —are ideal for the pragmatic approach to
data warehouse design and implementation. They require that
information from several sources be centralized and readily
accessible— exactly why you even consider a data warehouse in
the first place. And because you understand what you want the
applications to accomplish (a budgeting system, for example),
it's relatively straightforward to define requirements and trace
the data you need back to the source.
If there is a project on the drawing board, but you haven't
1. You know that the data warehouse is stocked with the reli- been involved, stop the presses! Assuming MIS expects your
staff to use it, insist that you have input to discuss the real
able, easily accessible data that you actually need.
business problems. It may help your cause if you sound as
2. You can use the financial applications immediately, not
though you're familiar with the basic concepts of OLAP and its
when MIS finishes building the data warehouse.
appropriate role in the data warehouse. The OLAP Report is
3. These applications facilitate decisive action because they
the best single source of information. Read it before you go to
produce instant feedback as input, business conditions,
your IS project leader.
and assumptions change.
You'll find a clear definition of OLAP, which the authors boil
In other words, build a "customer driven" data warehouse as down to "Fast Analysis of Shared Multidimensional Information," or FASMI for short:
most businesses do with their products and services.
Fast, because this is an interactive application, and you need
Nigel Pendse, co- author of The OLAP Report, the authoritative work in the field, observes that... "almost everyone now to see the results of a query more or less instantly (preferably
appreciates that business data in complex organizations is best in no more than five seconds).
Analysis, because you add value to the data by doing hierarviewed multidimensionally. So why not start from this end?
After all, the needs of end users of a data warehouse are not a chical consolidations, calculating simple or complex derived
byproduct of the system but are the sole reason for its exis- measures, generating variances, etc.
Shared, because OLAP is an interactive corporate rather
tence. And since the OLAP tool may be the only component of
the system that the users see, the rest had better be integrat- than a personal productivity application, and it may require
ed with it. In this context, the OLAP database can be regarded security and multiuser updating.
Multidimensional, because you want to view your data in
as a data mart closely connected with the data warehouse."

n the typical data warehouse strategy, OLAP (On -Line Analytical Processing) has the role of distributing and presenting business data to information consumers throughout the
enterprise. Usually MIS builds the data warehouse, then
selects one or several query or OLAP tools to link the data and
end users.
But there is a better way. Start with end -user needs, and
select an OLAP tool to develop the application first, or a proof of- concept. Then build the data warehouse to support it.
This analysis takes a view that some OLAP tools are ideal
for applications dear to the hearts of CFOs, controllers, accountants, and financial managers— budgeting, management
reporting, profitability analysis, and forecasting, to name a few.
For the following reasons, these applications are prime candidates for this user - centered approach. First, some (but not
all) OLAP tools are well suited for financial modeling. Second,
financial OLAP applications are integrated data marts. They
deal with summary data from the data warehouse, but they
function independently, so they can be developed stand -alone
and then integrated to the data warehouse. And, finally, several OLAP tools offer capabilities that are crucial to productivity
in accounting, finance, and planning. They are scalable, integrated with familiar spreadsheets, and calculate in real -time.
Therefore, it is feasible to assign one person or a small group
to develop a proof -of- concept on a desktop or even a laptop (a
management reporting package, for example). Then determine
the data you need, transform and manually connect them to
the OLAP application, and see if it works. If it does, then begin
to build the data warehouse, which you eventually can expand
to other types of information consumers. Benefits of this
approach include:
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Your Data Warehouse
terms of the natural business dimensions of your organization —such as sales, regions, products, or costs — rather than as
abstract database structures —such as tables, joins, fields, and
records.
Information,because you want to get at data easily and with
as much relevant detail as you need for your task.
Next, understand which products are best suited for specific
applications. OLAP is a broad category of more than 30 products that range in functionality from read -only query, report,
and presentation tools to relational OLAP; from precalculated,
multidimensional databases to real -time analytical processing
that perform calculations on demand, in real -time. In addition,
several vendors have developed pre -built applications using
multidimensional technology.
You should be aware that many OLAP products do not do
everything accounting and finance professionals require. For
example, ask if the ones under consideration provide a familiar
spreadsheet interface, such as Excel or Lotus 1 -2 -3, so new
users can start doing productive work right away. If you have a
set of users who need a graphical presentation of the data, will
products support it? Find out if the OLAP tool offers the ability to both read and write/update data so groups can work collaboratively and have immediate access to results.
What do you get from OLAP? There are three major benefits:
1. Speed.Knowledge workers don't always get the information they need in a timely manner; many still wait precious hours for the final numbers. OLAP can produce
them a lot faster. What's more, OLAP enables developers
to build systems faster. And knowledge workers can do
more in less time, including modeling, writing business
rules, and ongoing maintenance.

ABOUTTHE OLAP REPORT
The OLAP Report,by Nigel Pendse and Richard Creeth, is the first publication to provide an in -depth study of OLAP applications, technologies,
products, implementation issues, selection criteria, and case studies. It is
designed so nontechnical readers can find what they need with minimal
time and effort.
Originally published in the fall of 1995, The OLAP Report is updated via
the World Wide Web to keep pace with the rapidly developing market.
Pendse, principal of OLAP Solutions, and Creeth, president of Creeth,
Richman and Associates, a firm that specializes in financial OLAP applications, have long been specialists in this field rather than market
researchers or journalists. They are credited with peeling back the hype
that is common in this area. The authors conducted in -depth interviews
with key people from each vendor as well as with users and other experts.
The OLAP Report is published by Business Intelligence, Inc. More
information is available from their Web site at http: / /www.busintel.com, or
by calling (203) 899 -7920 or 1- 800 - 690 -6527.

2. Insight.Knowledge workers understand their business, not
data structures, data models, or SQL. Using OLAP, they
gain insight through fast, interactive access to multidimensional information in business terms they know. They are
free to collaborate, make changes, and see results instantly
so they can collectively or individually reach the best decisions in the least amount of time.
3. Consensus.The most helpful OLAP tools for financial applications support the ability to share and collaborate with
high- level, recalculated, multidimensional business data,
which is essential to enhancing productivity in enterprise wide financial planning and analysis.
So when is OLAP most appropriate? You should consider
OLAP for an application (planning, management reporting,
and the like) that has any of these characteristics:
■ Multiple users work as a group and need to view actual
data as well as enter and share hypotheses, plans, estimates, and results.
■ Users perform complex financial analyses and calculations,
such as product/customer profitability, funding, depreciation, pricing, tax planning, and the like.
■ Users project the future, basing simulations and forecasts
on historical trends and behavior.
■ Users need to update the business's rules (for example, a
proposed new organizational structure or the way the costs
of unused office space are allocated).
■ Users require immediate access to calculated and derived
data. In other words, no waiting for the latest forecast or
last- minute change.
As these characteristics suggest, companies need to rethink
their data warehouse strategies so they look first at the needs
of the information consumers. The use of OLAP as a calculation
and data delivery mechanism inevitably grows out of a user
orientation and provides a firm base for a well- ordered and
useful data warehouse. OLAP provides a more efficient, more
flexible, and more productive way to work that is much more
attuned to the way you think. Finance and accounting professionals with no specialized technical knowledge can have
access to any information they could ever imagine. Decision
making improves because you can navigate with ease through
vast amounts of information, test multiple scenarios and see
results instantly, discover trends quickly, and create complex
reports and insightful analyses in a fraction of the time you
needed before.
As Nigel Pendse points out, your needs are the sole reason
for the existence of data warehousing. It's about time they
came first. ■
Lawson Abinanti is a member of TM1 Software's management team and
can be reached by phone at (206) 688.0104 or e-mail at 76663.23@CompuServe.COM.
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CASE STUDIES
HOUSING A SUN IN THE WAREHOUSE
DODGE GROUP'S FINANCIAL DATA WAREHOUSE
When a need for informa-

to explore the advantages
tion is local, and an office's
of client/server technology
journal transactions exceed
and to implement a state 100,000 a day, the solution
of -the -art information manis likely to be a data wareagement solution.
house. At least that's what
As Sun Life of Canada
Sun Life Assurance Combegan evaluating software
pany of Canada decided.
solutions, it had three
Sun Life Assurance Commain objectives. First, the
company needed to select a
pany is the largest Canadian life insurance company.
vendor with the experience
It serves four million
to support a complex client/
clients; maintains more
server environment.
than $33 billion in assets,
Second, Sun Life was
excluding mutual
funds; and employs 13,000 peoWe are processing as
ple worldwide. In
many
as 63,000 lines per
its U.S. national
hour ... and as many as
office in Wellesley,
Mass., it needed
100 business users will
to give its employhave access to the
ees the ability to
Financial Data
analyze data and
resolve inconsisWarehouse at any
tencies in transactime.
tion data. To accommodate these
needs, Sun Life
decided to install a new
looking for an open, flexisubledger system in the
ble software solution that
Massachusetts office that
could be integrated easily
would enable users to store
with strategic third -party
transaction details locally,
tools already in place. Bethereby providing them
cause the main goal was to
facilitate access to detailed
with improved access to
transaction information,
critical business information. The company decided
Sun Life needed to find a
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solution that would allow
everyone to continue using
the company's preferred reporting tool, Essbase from
Arbor Software.
Third, Sun Life had certain performance and functionality criteria that needed to be met. Because the
Wellesley operation
processed more than
100,000 journal transactions daily, it needed an accounting solution that
would support its high -volume demands. For all these
reasons, the company selected Dodge Group's Financial Data Warehouse.
Sun Life was impressed
with the solid architectural
design of the Financial Data Warehouse. In its family
of products, the Dodge
Group maintained a modular approach to the accounting cycle, viewing it
as a combination of discrete events. By doing so, it
was able to eliminate redundancies and inefficiencies found in traditional
general ledger systems.
According to Sheila
Osler, director of information technology for Sun
Life, there were a number
of key features in the Fi-

nancial Data Warehouse
that were important. They
included: a flexible coding
block, unlimited balance
categories, improved reporting and information access, and comprehensive
management summaries.
Additionally, Osler felt that
FDW's powerful, easy -touse support and training
system would replace paper documentation and
provide users with valuable support and training
information right at their
desktops.
"The performance has
been there," Ms. Osler says.
"Early results show that
Financial Data Warehouse
can easily handle our high volume requirements, processing as many as 63,000
lines per hour, depending
on the size of the journals.
As many as 100 business
users will have access to
the Financial Data Warehouse at any given time."
For those who think of
warehouses as large and
dark, the massive processing going on inside Sun
Life's warehouse is generating more than just heat;
it is shedding a lot of light
on local information. ■
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ESSBASE DOWN ON THE FARM
AS SHADY BROOK FARMS GREW, GATHERING INFORMATION BECAME MORE DIFFICULT
Rocco Enterprises is a
privately held $500- million
vertically integrated marketer of poultry products.
Founded in 1939, the company's brand names include Shady Brook Farms,
Marval Meats, and Valley
Chef. The company sells
chicken and turkey products domestically and internationally to supermarkets, wholesale distributors, and institutional food
service businesses such as
delicatessens and fast food
outlets.
About four years ago,
growth prompted Rocco to
begin a reengineering
process that included moving from a centralized structure to three autonomous
business units. Consequently, the company reviewed its
information systems with
the goal of developing a flexible and rapid data interchange system to match the
needs of the corporate and
individual business units. In
1992, Rocco started moving
its information systems off a
Unisys mainframe to a networked Hewlett Packard/Oracle distributed client/server
architecture and stand -alone
servers running Windows
NT for various specialized
applications.
Previously, all information
had been packaged for managers in the form of reports.
In looking at new ways to
provide controllers and sales
directors with both historical
reporting and analysis in a
client/server environment,
Rocco considered several
criteria including:
■ Internal and remote
access,
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■ Point -and -click end -user
experience,
■ Modeling capability,
■ Flexibility to change data
as the organization
changed,and
■ Scalability as the database size increased.
After selecting and installing Essbase® 3.2, a
multidimensional database
server, Rocco focused first on
implementing a sales analysis model using Microsoft

Once the Essbase applications were up and running,
Rocco had eight immediate
users, including three controllers and three sales directors. Training was required to ensure that users
gained the maximum productivity through the new
application. The training for
nontechnical users was only
three hours. Now 40 current
users are accessing the sales
analysis application on a 15concurrent -user license. The

Rocco Enterprises markets its chicken and turkey products
domestically and internationally.

Excel as the front end. In
just two weeks, Rocco created a working sales model using two years of sales history plus the current year
with a variety of dimensions,
including sales by marketing
region, by product, sales rep,
sales channel, and by customer. Measurements include cases, pounds, net
sales dollars, price per
pound, and price per case.
This information now can be
calculated for every customer and every product on
annual, monthly, and even
weekly levels.
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database is updated every
week. Dial -in support via remote access servers (RAS)
will be added in the future.
The impact of the Essbase
application has been dramatic. Sales managers now
have a strong grasp of how
the business is doing in real
time. Users remark that because everyone now understands how calculations are
made, decisions are made
quickly, rather than awaiting the outcome of debates
on the data's credibility. "We
can focus on decisions,
rather than worrying about

gathering correct numbers,"
says Mike Thome, manager
of financial planning. Prior
to Essbase, customer and
product profitability information was available only in
a limited way for the top
customers. Now managers
can get detailed sales information on every customer
and all products.
In June of this year, Rocco
upgraded to Essbase release
4.0, and the system was
rolled out to the sales force.
The advantage of the 4.0 is
that it allows sales reps, who
usually are not advanced
users, to utilize the retrieval
wizard, which makes the
system more user - friendly.
According to the IS staff, data loading and calculating
also are significantly faster.
Sales directors also note
Essbase's ability to run unbalanced models, providing
different levels of drill -down
for any dimension. Rocco's
objective for this phase of its
decision - support system is to
develop a profit - and -loss
statement for every customer and every product.
In the future, Rocco Enterprises intends to expand
its use of Essbase 4.0 to include an inventory model.
The company also would like
to look at sales on a ship -to
basis not just a sales -to basis, and it plans to incorporate additional information
on its brokerage network.
Fortunately, as the three
business units continue to
grow, information about the
entire enterprise over a time
horizon of years will be
available on more desks
than it has ever been. ■

...ech Forum
Michael Castelluccio, Editor

Data Warehouses, Marts, Metadata,
OLAP /ROLAP, and Data Mining —a Glossary
A data warehouse is more than just a tions, and changes. The data waremass storage area, and analysis of its
content is not just historical. The image of an enormous data repository
can be deceptive because, actually, the
warehouse is only as big as you need it
to be. The notion of a warehouse derives from the widespread sources of
its information.
William H. Inmon, a founding father
of data warehousing, defines a data
warehouse as "a subject - oriented, integrated, nonvolatile, time - variant collection of data organized to support management needs." We'll look at each part
of the definition.
A data warehouse arranges its information around major subjects such as products, customers, and inventory. It
can receive information on
customers, for example,
from a variety of operational databases that support transactions and
records scattered throughout the enterprise.
For the data in warehouses to be useful, they
must be integrated.Arriving from databases across
the enterprise, customer
information may be coded or described
differently in different departments.
Scrubbing away the differences produces the same naming conventions,
attributes, and descriptions. All data
must be integrated before they can be
evaluated and compared.
Out in the various departments, operational databases are updated on a
regular basis with insertions, dele-

house is nonvolatile.There are only
two operations in the warehouse —data
can be loaded, and data can be accessed. Once the snapshot of data is
made (the whole model, data, and
forms are recorded), the data in the
warehouse do not change. The read -only nature of the data produces several
consequences concerning time
variancy. First, the time horizon for
warehouse data is longer —from five to
10 years —than for operational data —
from 60 to 90 days. Second, key structures for data in warehouses always
contain an element of time. The final
time variance concerns the fact that

data in operational systems can be updated while in the warehouse, once the
snapshot is made, the record cannot be
updated.
To review William Inmon's definition, the properties of the data warehouse are different from those of the
standard operational environment: The
design of the warehouse is dictated by
subject orientation, differences in data

are removed, and this integration,
along with the static nature of the
snapshot, produces a large collection of
data that is easily managed.
Rather than the single, very large
data warehouse, many companies are
setting up multiple data warehouses
for more localized use and more restricted content. A data mart is one
such smaller, more focused data warehouse subset.
Metadata literally means "beyond
data," and, in the simplest sense, it is
data about data. Metadata contain the
warehouse data structures, transformation and/or integration logic and
processes, the properties of operational
data, and the sources of that data.
So far we have data from a variety
of sources that are homogenized, categorized, and stored in a fixed and accessible form. Now that we have the
warehouse, what do we do with it?
We have to read the data. The most
useful processes for reading the information in warehouses are OLAP and
data mining.
OLAP stands for online analytical
processing, and it uses software that is
capable of dynamic multidimensional
analysis. The best way to take advantage of the amount of information in a
warehouse is through interactive access to as many of the data, simultaneously, as possible. Here's an analogy.
On a flat piece of paper (two dimensions), chart a box with
years (across) and months
(down). Fill the boxes with
revenues for each month
in every year. If you operate in two countries, you
can "stack" a second set of
figures, charted the same
way, on top of your 2 -D
chart. You still can read
across and down, but now
you also can read through
as you lift the box on top.
The chart is now 3 -D with
twice as much information, compact and accessible. Mathematicians suggest that there are many
more than the three dimensions that
we see, and the fourth (time) that we
sense internally, and database designers have created multidimensional
databases that are far easier to use
than to visualize. The analogy is that
the "stack" becomes deeper, and the
view of different data is available as
OCTOBER 1996
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Computer Associates International, Inc.
One Computer Associates Plaza, Islandia,
NY 11788 -7000, Tel: 1510 DIAL CAI (342-

5224), Fax: (516) DIAL REG (342- 5734);
e -mail. http: / /vvww.cai.com
Founded: 1976; Chair /Pres: Charles B. Wang/
Sanjay Kumar; 9,000 employees; revenue:

$3.5 billion; multinational: 40 countries
AP (accounts payable), AR (accounts receivable), FA (fixed assets), FG (fund accounting), GL (general ledger), IC (inventory
control), JC (job costing), PO (purchase order), RW (report writer), FC (financial consolidations), OE (order entry), HRIS (human
resources information systems)
Average price per system: NA
Client/server, Multiuser, EDI, Online help,
Modifiable source code
Customer information: NA
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Computer Associates CA- Masterpiece

Product Review
Computer Associates
CA- Masterpiece is a comprehensive series
of integrated client/server financial management solutions. The applications in the system accommodate the needs of organizations spanning diverse industries worldwide.
CA- Masterpiece integrates, consolidates,
and controls the various functions of business across multiple business units, computer hardware platforms, operating systems, and databases (including relational
technology). The easy -to -use clienVserver
GUI tools assist in processing and communicating valuable financial information and analyzing key business indicators. The open
nature of the architecture allows information collected in CA- Masterpiece modules to
be accessed and used by each other, related applications, existing corporate analysis
systems, and third -party vertical solutions.
Circle No 53
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SOMEPLACESTOSTARTFOR
DATA WAREHOUSE INFORMATION
Arbor Software Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.
Tel:1800)856-1666
Brio Technology, Palo Alto, Calif.
Tel:1415)856-8000
Business Objects Inc., Cupertino, Calif,
Tel: 18001527.0580 Ext. 106
Coopers Lybrand, San Francisco, Calif.
Tel: (415) 957 -3334
&

Vendor Listing

you "rotate" the hypercube, which can
be n- dimensional (10- or 20- or 30 -D).
Into this hypercube of information, you
can drill down or up through the arrays, within or between dimensions;
you can slice a two-dimensional page
out of the cube; or you can rotate the
cube to display multidimensional
queries in pages that have nested
columns of results; you can reach
through and even consolidate children
(members of a dimension included in a
calculation) and children's children
with multiple parents. Put simply,
OLAP is a very sophisticated tool.
OLAP also is a very popular tool—
beginning almost to resemble the killer
app that it was sometimes touted to
be. And now that relational databases
have become faster and are built with
larger
g memo
memory and multiprocessor
technology, these sources can be accessed with a multidimensional analytical tool,ROLAP (relational online analytical processing). Newborns in the
family also include DOLAP (desktop
online analytical processing) and
MOLAP (multidimensional online analytical processing), as well as two -and
three- tiered OLAP.
Traditional databases are retrospective in design: What did we sell? What
debt have we accumulated? Data mini n g is prospective: What will be the
consequences of our debt in the next
six months? Where is the best market
for a new service? Data mining works
by using modeling. A model is created
out of current information, and then it
is projected onto another situation
where the information does not yet exist. It predicts using the reasoning
tools of artificial intelligence: neural
networks, decision trees, if -then rules,
genetic algorithms, and the nearest
neighbor method. What makes data
mining so valuable is that it provides
predictive analysis. In the process, askmg the right question is crucial because the answer often reveals hidden
relationships.
A final word on what might be next.
Warehousing on the World Wide Web is
expected to save Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratories in California
many of the expenses associated with
thick clients. Using Netscape Navigafor browser, Oracle Database, Virtual
Integration Delivery Manager, and
Evolutionary Technologies Extract, the
Laboratories are testing the program
p

ComputerAssociatesInternational,
Inc„inadvertently was left out of the
"Financial Software Vendors" and "Financial Software Product Reviews"
sections of the Financial Software Systems supplement tothe September issue. Here is the correct information.

Crystal ISeagate Software), Vancouver, BC
Tel: (800) 877 -2340
Cognos, Burlington, Mass.
Tel: (800) 900 -7200 Ext. 30
DataMind Corporation, Redwood City, Calif.
Tel: (800) 273 -7102
Dimensional Insight, Burlington, Mass.
Te1:1611l229 -9111
Dodge Group,
Group , Waltham, Mass.
Tel:16171 -8600
EMCZ, Hopkinton, Mass.
Tel: 18001424•EMC2 Ext. 262
Hyperion Software, Stamford, Conn.
Tel: (2031703 -3000
IBM, Somers, N.Y.
Tel: (800) IBM-CALL
Informix Software, Menlo Park, Calif.
Tel: (800) 688 -IFMX
Lingo Computer Design, Inc., Toronto, Ont.
Tel: (416) 593 -5334
Lockheed Martin, King of Prussia, Pa.
Tel: (800) 438.7246
MicroStrategy, Vienna, Va.
Tee (703) 648 -M
NCR Corporation, Dayton, Ohio
Tel: (800) CALL -NCR Ext. 3000
oracle, Redwood Shores, Calif.
TeL(804)633 -0721
Pilot Software, Cambridge, Mass.
Tel: (800) W0094
Platinum Technology, Oakbrook Terrace, III.
Tel: (800) 890 -7528 Ext. 950
Prism Solutions, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.
Tel: (800) 995 -2928
Red Brick, Los Gatos. Calif.
Tel:1800)777-2585
SAS, Cary, N.C.
Tel:1919)677-8000
Software AG, Reston, Va.
Tel: (800) 843 -9534
Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, Calif.
Tel: 18001786 -0785 Ext. 375
Sybase, Emeryville, Calif.
Tel: 1800) 8-SYBASE
TM SOFTWARE, Warren, N J
Tel:19081755-9880
ONTHE INTERNET
The Data Warehousing Institute
http: / /www.lekptrlr.com /tpi /tdwi
San Diego State university
http: / /datainfra .sdsu.edu /warehous /warehous.htm
The Data Warehousing Information Center
http: / /pwp.starnotinc.com /larryg /index,html

The Certified Managem ent Accountant (CMA) designation
tells your employer that you continue to expand your knowledge
to meet increasing responsibilities,and that you are committed to
growth, and always ready for a challenge. Certified Management
Accountants possess specialized skills and expertise and are
recognized in today's competitive business world as influential
mem bers of the managem ent team . Help your future in
M a n a g e m e n t A c c o u n t in g a n d Fin an cial M a n a ge m e n t by
becoming a CMA. Get the facts on how by filling out and mailing
the postage -paid card today! NOW is the time to begin the
process of becoming a Certified Management Accountant.
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now and expect to roll it out next
month. Other companies are experimenting with Web warehouses, and at
a recent warehouse convention there
was discussion about the NC (a superthin, $500 network computer) used
in place of PCs to access warehouses
on the Internet. Perhaps the most for
the least is yet to come. ■
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PRODUCTSMARKET
Mitchell Humphrey $ Co. has released
a complete warehousing and decision support system in its FMS -DSS. The
system includes F/S Warehouse, FMS-
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Vendor Performance with FMS -DSS

ONRAMP, FMS - ACCESS, AND FMS EXEC. The Warehouse is designed
with a flexible indexing technique that
allows high- speed, multidimensional
access to the data via the FMS II inquiry, reporting, decision - support, and
executive information system tools.
ONRAMP is a PC- based, multidimensional analysis and presentation tool.
ACCESS is a high -speed retrieval definition and execution process integrated with the Microsoft ACCESS report
writer. EXEC is a two -way data transfer application that can be embedded
in spreadsheets, word processors, and
other Windows -based applications.
Circle No. 50

Arlo Technology, Inc.'s BrioQueryTM
Enterprise is a complete desktop
OLAP decision- support solution for the
data warehouse. Integrated in the program are query, desktop OLAP, interactive charting, and compound reporting. Compact dynamic datacubes, designed for desktop analysis, are
created on demand from a portable data cache, and they allow users to work
on data and reports even when they
are disconnected from the database
server. Open Metadata InterpreterTM
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read s metadata from external sources
including RDMS- specific, industry
standards, and corporate created meta data. Brio Query Enterprise is cross platform including PC, MAC, and
UNIX. Circle No. 51
QSoft Solutions Corp. offers Business
Process Benchmarking for those looking for best practices in every process.
Designed by Dr. Robert C. Camp, the
software maps a 10 -step process that

is navigated easily with intuitive
graphic structures. Information is
gathered using predefined forms, and
process wizards guide the user through
the steps. Process content is linked to
appropriate tools including data analysis, data repository, charts, and graphs.
Presentation quality reports and visuals are produced with the assistance of
Visio software, which is included along
with Dr. Camp's latest book.
Circle No. 52
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bers should request the book directly
from the RIA order department at
(800) 431-9025, ext. 4. After November
15, the list price of the handbook will
increase to $33.50, and the price to
IMA members also will go up. ■

IMA'SCICBENCHMARKING
APPROACHISFAVORED

B enchmarking is a process by

RESEARCH
Julian M. Freedman, CMA, Editor

NEWBOOKSFROMCAM-1

C AM -I (Consortium for Advanced

Manufacturing-International ) has released two new books. Capacity Measurement & Improvement: A Manager's Guide to Evaluating and
Optimizing Capacity Productivity
($35) shows how capacity measurement can be used to provide strategic
information so managers can improve
the productivity of existing capacity
and facilitate intelligent capital investment decisions. The book presents
a capacity model; templates for application and implementation procedures; and definitions, key point summaries, and illustrations to facilitate
reader understanding.
Target Costing. The Next Frontier in
Strategic Cost Management ($50) provides practical insights on how to use
target costing for profit planning and
cost management . The authors relied
on state -of-the -art practices drawn
from translations of papers available
only in the Japanese language and
from the collective experience of several world -class companies. Key topics
include: (1) how target costing relates
to business strategy and profit planning; (2) a process model that links
target costing with the product development cycle; (3) the linkages between customer requirements and
costing; and (4) tools, information systems, and measurement systems required to support target costing.
Two related publications that also
may be ordered are SMA 4Y, "Measuring the Cost of Capacity," $7.50,
and Management Accounting Guide62
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line #28, "Implementing Target Costing," $10. ■

REPRINTSOFIMACLASSICS
AREAVAILABLE

F our of the publications in the Decision series, produced jointly by IMA
and the Society of Management Accountants of Canada in the 1980s,
have been reprinted because of continu ing dem and for the still useful in-

formation they contain . They are:
■ The Make -or -Buy Decision by Anthony J. Gambino, 80120/$20;
■ The Capital Expenditure Decision
by Arthur V. Corr, 83142/$20;
■ 77re New - Product Decision by Dale
L. Flesher, Tonya K. Flesher, and
Gerald U. Skelly, 84150/$20;
■ 7We Product Abandonment Decision
by Douglas M. Lambert, 841661$20.
These books, those mentioned in
the first story, and others in the Decision series are available from the
IMA Order Department . Call (800)
638 -4427, ext. 278, for information. ■

FEDERALTAXHANDBOOK
ISREADY

T his year's RIA Federal Tax Hand-

book can be ordered by IMA members
at a 15% discount off the list price of
$29.95. By mentioning Promotion Code
296085 when ordering, members can
buy the handbook for $25.46 plus
postage, handling, and sales tax. Mem-

which an organization targets key areas for im provement, studies the best
practices of others, and im plem ents
processes and systems to enhance its
own performance. "Benchm arking and
Management Accounting: A Fram ework for Research" by Dan Elnathan,
Thom as W. Lin, and S. Mark Young,
appears in the Volum e 8, 1996, issue
of JMA R, the Journal of Management
Accounting Research. The authors
specifically mention IMA's Continuous
Improvem ent Center (CIC). They
point out that one of the approaches
to inform ation gathering is the database approach used by IMA's CIC,
which combines it with a "best practices"-sharing mechanism. The database m ethod has the advantage of being able to assem ble a large am ount
of inform ation in one place. The addition of "best practices" workshops
adds to the firm 's ability to interpret
and im plement the findings.
The researchers' goal in the article
was to provide m ore structure for system atic inquiry by integrating the
benchm arking literature from various
disciplines and developing a fram ework for research. Their review of the
literature identified three general sets
of antecedent variables that organizations should consider before benchmarking occurs: results of a preliminary competitive analysis, the degree
of organizational com mitment, and
prior benchm arking experience. An organization also should consider three
contextual variables when engaging
in benchmarking: the scope and areas
selected for benchm arking, the information gathering and sharing m ethods, and the partner(s) selected for
benchmarking.
To be effective, benchmarking
should be ongoing. Continuous benchmarking is a managem ent philosophy
that needs to be em bedded within the
culture of an organization for the enterprise to meet com petitive chal-

Discover what helped
these companies achieve
the coveted Shingo Prize
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING IN SUPPORT
OF MANUFACTURINGEXCELLENCE

S

FAV

Profiles of Shingo Prize- Winning
Organizations
Richard L. Jenson, James W. Bruckner,
Clifford R. Skousen
The ability to m anage performan ce for
the good of the enterprise is an
indicator of how well m anagem ent
performs. Em ployees who are properly trained , empo wered b y m anagement, an d committed to excellence
make th e difference b etween winn ing
and losin g the com petitive race.
Operational managers with applied

management accounting know -how
coupled with creative thinking make an
unbeatable combination. Read the cases and see
for yourself what elem ents h elped these comp anies
achieve the coveted Shingo Prize.

•�Learn�how�to�manage�performance�in�order�to
strengthen your organization
•�Build�cross�-�functional�teams�that�translate�into
bottom line results
•�Use�applied�management�accounting�and�creative thinking to help your company succeed
CONTENTS:
The Shingo Prize Manufacturing Environment
•�Management�Accounting�at�United�Electric�Controls,�Inc.
•�Dana�Corporation's�Mobile�Fluid�Products�Division
•�Proactive�Management�Accounting�at�Iomega�Corporation
•�Wilson�Sporting�Goods�Company�•�Gates�Rubber�Company
•�Management�Accounting�Challenges�at�Glacier�Vandervell,
Inc.�•�The�CFO�Organization�at�AT£tT�Power�Systems
•�Lifeline�Systems,�Inc.�•�The�Shingo�Management
Accounting Profile
ISBN 0-86641 -248�-4�•�1996�•�157�pages�•�22�figures
Item N 96311
$40.00 (IMA members -20 %discount)
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Shigeo Shingo (1909 -1990) is thought by many
as the Thomas Edison of Japan. He revolutionized
the way we manufacture goods The essence of

his message was that you could design a system
inherently responsive to change. He proved that
setups which formerly took days could be accomplished in a few minutes. Considered the father of
modern m anufacturing, he authored mo re than
25 b ooks and conceived of a new way to perfect
the manufacturing process.

T HE S H I N G O P R I Z E

for Excellence in Mufiufacturing
Es ta b lis he d in 1988, the S hi ngo P r iz e f or E xc e l le nc e i n
Ma nuf a c tu ri ng p ro mot e s wor ld c la s s ma nu fa c t ur i ng a nd
re c o gniz e s c omp a nie s in t he Unit e d S ta te s , C a na da , a nd
Me xic o tha t e xce l in produc tivity a nd proc e ss improve ment,
qua lity enha nce me nt, a nd c us tomer s atis fac tion. T he Shingo
Prize a ls o re c ognizes s ignific a nt publica tions a nd re s e a rc h
work in the a re a of manufacturing improvement.
For information or applications,
contact the Shingo Prize Office at 801 -797 -2279.

To order, call: 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 278; fax: 201 - 573 -9507; Internet: imacma @class.org

lenges in the global marketplace.
The authors suggest that the overarching measure of the success of a
benchmarking effort is whether
benchmarking objectives were met. In
a discussion of the interrelationship
between benchmarking and management accounting, they illustrate how
researchers can apply the research
framework when conducting studies
to determine whether benchmarking
an activity -based cost management
system has been successful. They argue that the information provided by
an internal ABCM analysis alone is
not sufficient as the benchmarks derived from such a process may be
suboptimal and noncompetitive. The
organization needs to seek appropriate external benchmarks to improve
performance and to use ABCM information more effectively. ■

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES
Louis Bisgay, CPA, Editor

NEWENVIRONMENTAL
SMAHASBEENPUBLISHED

F ollowing up on its strategic managerial Statement on Management
Accounting No. 4W, "Implementing
Corporate Environmental Strategies,"
the IMA has published a guideline
that provides various tools and techniques used by companies to integrate environmental impacts into
management decisions. SMA 4Z,
"Tools and Techniques of Environmental Accounting for Business Decisions," focuses on three such management decision- making processes:
costing analysis, investment analysis,
and performance evaluation. The
Statement, which was approved for
publication by IMNs Management Accounting Committee, results from a
joint project of the IRA and the Society of Management Accountants of
Canada and draws on research performed by Professor Marc Epstein
that was published by the IMA under
the title Measuring Corporate Environmental Performance.
Statement 4Z will be useful to all
organizations regardless of size, location, or the relative sophistication of
their existing environmental health
64
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and safety systems. It will help management accountants and others to:
■ understand the relationship between organizational goals, strategies and objectives and the tools
and techniques of environmental
accounting;
■ comprehend their role and responsibilities in environmental accounting;
■ understand guiding principles for
costing analysis, investment analysis, and performance evaluation
from an environmental accounting
perspective; and
■ appreciate the organizational and
management accounting challenges
in applying the tools and techniques of environmental accounting.
To obtain SMA 4Z or for information, call IMA's Order Dept. at (800)
638 -4427, ext. 278; fax: (201) 573-

9507. ■

FRCMEETINGINWASHINGTON

A

s this column is being written,
IMA's Financial Reporting Committee
is scheduled to meet in Washington,
with a representative of the Securities & Exchange Commission in attendance, to engage in dialogue regarding financial reporting issues
currently of interest to the Commission. Next month's report will deal
with that discussion and with the action items that were on the meeting's
agenda. They include the following
matters.
Presentation of Financial Statements.
This is an International Accounting
Standard proposed by the International Accounting Standards Committee. If adopted as a final Statement,
it will replace LAS 1, "Disclosure of
Accounting Policies "; IAS 5, "Information to be Disclosed in Financial
Statements;" and IAS 13, "Presentation of Current Assets and Current
Liabilities."
Accounting for Derivative and Similar
Financial Instruments and for Hedging
Activities. This FASB proposed Statement would require that an entity
recognize all derivatives as either assets or liabilities in the statement of
financial position and measure those
instruments at fair value.

Reporting Comprehensive Income. A
companion document to the one on
derivatives cited above, this FASB
proposal would require that all items
recognized under accounting standards as components of comprehensive income be reported in one or two
statements of financial performance.
The FASB will conduct a joint public
hearing in November on both above referenced exposure drafts.
Software Revenue Recognition. A proposed Statement of Position by the
American Institute of CPAs, this exposure draft would supersede SOP
91 -1 of the same name. The proposal
would apply to all entities that earn
revenue from licensing, selling, or otherwise marketing computer software.
It would not apply to revenue earned
on products or services containing
software that is incidental to product
or services as a whole.
At its meeting, the Financial Reporting Committee (FRC) will endeavor to determine positions with respect
to agenda items, which then will be
conveyed to standard - setting organizations as official positions of the
IMA. In conjunction with the FRC/
SEC dialogue, Committee members
will explore the ramifications of a
newly issued SEC concept release
regarding possible reforms to the
framework for the registration of
securities. ■

FASBTOADDRESSBUSINESS
ISSUES
Tl h.he
e Financial Accounting Standards
Board has agreed to add a project to
its agenda that will address the accounting for business combinations
and intangible assets. The project will
reconsider two Accounting Principles
Board Opinions that have been in effect since the early 1970s.
FASB Chairman Dennis R. Beres ford noted the existence of a great
deal of disparity in the business combinations and intangibles areas
among the United States and other
countries. "With this project," he said,
"the FASB has the chance to harmonize U.S. standards with those of
other countries and those of international standard setters and make financial reporting more comparable
around the world." ■
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ontinuing
Education
leadership positions at the national
level must complete a total of 20 hours
of CPE annually. Finally, Certified
Management Accountants and members Certified in Financial Management are required to earn a minimum
of 30 hours of CPE each year to retain
certification.

Where can IMAmembers earn CPE?
IMA provides numerous opportunities
for members to receive CPE. However,
members are not required to meet CPE
standards solely from IMA courses.
ICMA guidelines permit members to
earn CPE in many ways and from a
variety of providers. Courses, seminars,
workshops, and programs offered by
colleges and universities and by trade
and professional associations also may
qualify. This applies both to courses
taken by, and to courses taught by, the
member reporting CPE. Examples of
qualifying organizations include a
state CPA Society, the Financial Executives Institute, the Institute of Internal
Auditors, the American Management
Association, the American Marketing
Association, the American Economics
Association, and many others. Self study courses and examinations can
provide CPE, as can articles submitted
for publication in professional journals.
Reading specified articles in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® also can satisfy
requirements. Although on-the-job
training does not qualify, certain employer- provided in -house programs do.

Now will CPE be reported?A number of
IMA members who are not required to
report CPE have expressed a desire to
do so anyway. Therefore, all IMA members will receive a National Continuing
Education Credit Report with their annual billing statements. This report
will itemize all national IMA courses
(including council- sponsored REAPS) a
member attended during the previous
calendar year. Although IMA can automatically record CPE only for IMAsponsored courses, additional hours of
CPE from other sources will be posted
to a member's record when his or her
national hours are less than his/her requirement and the member indicates
his/her compliance when dues are renewed. Members are not required to
submit documentation of these "other"
hours unless specifically asked to do so
as part of IMA's random verification
process.

What topics qualify for CPE? Management accounting and financial management are broad disciplines. Because
the duties IMA members perform are
numerous and varied, a wide range of
topics may qualify for CPE. Subjects
that qualify for CPE include, but are
not limited to, accounting standards, financial accounting and reporting, managerial and cost accounting, taxation,
internal and external auditing, accounting and management information
systems, business mathematics and
statistics, computer science, economics,
financial management and investments, general business management,
production, marketing, decision science
and operations research, business law,
behavioral science, and ethics. The
IMA member is responsible for determining if a program qualifies for CPE.
Next month: More on CPE options .
offered by IMA. ■

When will this report be mailed? IMA
members will receive an annual National Continuing Education Credit Report with their "renewal of dues" statements, beginning with the December
1996 billing cycle.

Linda Mitchusson is dean, School of Business, East Central University, Ada, Okla. She
is a former IMA vice president and now serves
as chair of the IMA Committee on Education.
She can be reached by phone, (405) 332 -8000,
ext. 274; fax, (405) 436 -5196; or Internet,
lmitchsn@mailclerk.ecok.edu.

Linda Mitchusson Editor

REPORTINGCONTN
I UINGEDUCATION
Few would disagree that continuing
education is essential for success, and
perhaps even survival, in our profession. The body of knowledge and requisite skill sets are changing and expanding at a rapid pace. At the same
time, technology and downsizing are
creating a more competitive job market. Yet, while the importance of continuous learning is widely acknowledged, the importance of reporting this
continuing professional education
(CPE) is sometimes questioned.
Why report CPE?In a recent survey
conducted by IMA, the majority of respondents stated that their employers
were more likely to provide support for
both their membership and continuing
education when an organization had
explicit CPE standards. CPE standards
serve to distinguish professional associations, such as IMA, from social or
cultural organizations. A CPE report
recognizes and acknowledges the educational activities and professional
commitment of our members. Reporting CPE makes a statement to employers and to the general public, thereby
elevating our profession.
Who must report CPE? Regular and associate members, including faculty
members, who joined IMA after January 1, 1996, are subject to a 10 -hourper -year CPE standard. This requirement does not apply to student
members, retired members, ELAs, or
ELMs. All members who serve in IMA
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son for this finding is that face -to -face
interaction and dialogue among peers
stimulate the individual's sensitivity to
ethical issues. As an alternative to live
instruction , a few companies have developed interactive, computer -based
applications that seem to be equally effective as traditional classroom -based
training program s.

Lorry Ponemon, CMA, Editor

$mall class si: es. While class

KEYFEATURESOFANEFFECTIVE
ETHICSTRAININGPROGRAM
In any o rgan izatio n, a good business
ethics p rocess is the first and most important line of d efense against un ethical or illegal activities. Stated simply,
controls and auditing efforts are much
less effective when the ethics and integrity of the organization and its employees cannot be affirmed. Perhaps
the most important component of an
effective business ethics process is a
training an d awareness program th at
enhances man agers' and employees'
sensitivity to their ethical roles within
the organization . Training also helps
improve their decision-making capabilities in the presence of ethical dilemmas as well as establish goal congruence between employees and the
organization.
Unfortunately, research conducted
by the Council of Ethical Organizations indicates that em ployees are
skeptical of training program s in general and, specifically, of ethics and compliance train ing programs. A key reason for th eir skepticism is that individuals assume the message of such
training is no t in their o wn in terests.
Despite th is b arrier, the good news is
that employee skepticism can be overcome wh en the manner of the program
delivery evidences commitment to the
program.
So wh at makes an ethics training
program successful? Common features
of an effective ethics and awareness
training p ro gram—based on benchmarks from 41 world-class, U.S.-based
multinational corporations by the
KPMG Business Ethics Institute in
conjunction with the Center for the
Study of Ethics and Behavior in
66
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Accounting at Bingham ton University —are summarized below.
In short, results show that the most
effective programs provide employees
and managers with a good understanding of the integral role ethics plays
with in the organization as well as in
their long-term professional career.
Fu rth er, ethics courses that successfully dem onstrate senior m anagem ent's
sincere comm itment to best ethical
practices, rather than having a strict
focus on legal compliance or a rule orientation , tend to be most effective.

Key Features of
Successful Training
By virtue of different industry concentration , competitive pressures and
business risks, ethics training initiatives am ong the 41 participating companies differed in many important
ways, including the scope of their program s an d the nature of their core curricu lum. Despite these differences, the
following 12 common features were
found in the majority of organizations
and especially those that have "exemplar" company-wide ethics programs
for managers and employees.
Live instruction. The most effective training efforts involve
traditional classroom delivery with a
live instructor. While many companies
use computer-based learning, video,
and self-study (textbook) approaches,
the b est training results seem to occur
in actual class settings, especially in
terms of the participant's memory retention and knowledge gains. One rea-

size tends to vary based on the
target audience, most successful training efforts were conducted in class
sizes of 20 to 25 people. In smaller cases, participant interaction and frank
discussions seemed to flow more
smoothly, especially during the review
of case materials and role play exercises. Lecture-based classes with more
than 40 people were least effective in
engaging participant learning.

6ocision
based focus.determiPerhaps
the most-significant
nant of a successful program is the
ethics training program's learning objective or focus. In general, the best
programs aimed at improving decision making and reasoning skills rather
than preaching legal compliance or
rule adherence. In addition, courses
that were too theoretical, such as those
programs grounded in ethical philosophy or theology, increased participants'
skepticism about the nature and purpose of the program.
(ate

Use of a professional trainer.
The majority of successful programs employed experienced training
consultants or university (business
school) educators in the design and implementation of ethics programs. In
many instances, these companies used
outside professionals to orchestrate a
"train -the - trainer" program where
managers from human resources or the
legal department became instructors in
future courses. In other cases, professional trainers were used in all management -level programs.
Powerful senior executive message. A
D~ x common feature found in most
effective ethics programs was
a focused, well- defined message from
the company's chief executive, execu-

tive committee, or board. The delivery
vehicle of this communication varied
from a personal visit by a senior executive to a video interview with the company's CEO. In any event, the primary
message conveyed almost always focused on the purpose and importance
of ethical behavior and good business
practices for the organization within
the global business community.
Realistic case materials. One
= of the primary ways to overcome employee skepticism about training is to use actual case histories that
impact the organizatio n and its m any

stakeholders. Of the 41 benchmarked
companies, more than half developed a
core curriculum that was based on a
careful assessment of ethics- related
business risks that existed within the
organization. Ethics cases then were
tailored to specific issues or conflict areas that the audience could face in
their workplace.
0 ,1

Signi6eaat group interaction.
Another way to reduce employee complacency and skepticism
about trainin g is to get p articipan ts actively involved in the trainin g event.
For example, in terms of individual
learning gains, the most effective programs emp loyed interactive role play
exercises that placed participants as
decision m akers in an extremely diffi-

cult situation or conflict area. This type
of intervention seems to be the most effective at motivating participants' understanding of and appreciation for the
complexities of ethical reasoning in the
workplace.
(�

At least four hours of training.
The length of ethics training
varied from less than two hours to
more than five days of continuous instruction. The most effective programs
in terms of cost efficiency and learning
gains had a core curriculum that lasted between four to six hours. Management -level courses often focus on ethical leadership in addition to decision making skills. Consequently, these
management -level courses usually are
longer than the courses for rank -andfile employees.

0—

Comprehensive rollout. The
most successful ethics training
programs are those that were rolled
out to all employees and managers in
the company on a worldwide basis.
Programs that focused on one location
or functional area within the company
tended to engender employee skepticism about senior management's commitment to ethics training and awareness. Employees working outside the
United States viewed training in a
more positive light when the core curriculum reflected cultural factors that
could influence the nature of ethical
business decisions (such as the social
acceptability of gift giving in many
countries as a sign of respect rather
than as an instrument of influence).
Separate courses for compliance areas. The least effective
ethics program —in terms of participants' kno wledge gains, retention, and
satisfaction — occurred in lecture -based
courses that focused almost entirely on
legal compliance and rule - following behaviors. Although compliance with
laws and regulations is an important
part of all successful ethics programs,
many of these topics are covered best
in separate co urses. Rather than using
live instruction, many companies provide coverage of compliance topics by
using computer -based or video programs to cover issues such as sexual
harassment, antitrust, export control,
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, environment, health and safety, and others.
0 - 1

Follow -up communications. A
very significant approach for
improvin g retention and learning is to
communicate key messages about the
course highlights to employees and
managers between two to six months
after they complete the first ethics
training class. To do so, some companies have developed a dedicated ethics
newsletter that provides individuals
with case materials and examples of
"exemplar" ethical performance within
the company. In addition, a few companies have organized an employee network as well as informal ethics "circles" or workgroups to continue an active discussion of case materials used
in th e training curriculum or provided

in a newsletter. Some of this communication is conducted via computer networks using company-wide intranet or
e -mail systems.

Now employee program. Many
companies use their ethics
training and awareness programs to
acculturate new employees and recently promoted managers into the organization's ethical environment and organizational culture. Most of these programs have live instruction in a
classroom setting, especially for new
management -level employees. Typically, the new employee program contains
the same materials as the companywide program for existing employees or
managers. In addition, the new employee programs usually stress the
company's ethical policies, communication processes, and corporate values.
Taken together, ethics programs that
incorporate many of the above key features seem to improve corporate culture and help to mi ni mi z e the m ost
salient ethics - related business risks.
Even though live instruction in a classroom setting seems to be highly effective and extremely beneficial for a
world -class company, such initiatives
can be very expensive and time -consuming. The good news is that faster
and more sophisticated computer based training tools may provide a less
costly solution to the delivery of effective ethics training for organizations in
the near future.
For more information about ethics
benchmarks on training, as well as
other components of the business
ethics process, please see
KPMG's Worldwide Ethics Web site
at http: / /www.us.kpmg.com/ethics.
— Lawrence A. Ponemon, CMA, and
Andrew Felo

Lawrence Ponemon, CMA, CPA, CIA, CFE,
Ph.D., is the national director of KPMG's Business Ethics Services and is a professor at Binghamton University of the State University of
New York. Andrew Felo is a doctoral candidate
at Binghamton University, Binghamton, N.Y.
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A Cim sifeed Section

A fashio nable Northeast restau ran teur
seeks a five -plus years' professional
with a sim ilar indu stry background.
Responsibilities include journal entries,
accounts payable, ADP payroll and general accounting duties. Qualifications
include an energetic, assertive computer proficien t professio nal wh o desires
the fast- track! Excellen t b en efits and
salary to $55,000.
Be a part of the future! A leading edge
systems support organization with a
well -earn ed rep utation fo r d evelop ing
future man agers seeks a qualified
CMA. High - energy cand idates with
strong an aly tical and in terp erson al
skills will initially qualify. Responsibilities inclu de fin ancial reports, bu dgets,
forecasts and varian ce an alysis. Th is is
a career - making opportunity! Salary to
$45,000 with great benefits.
A dynamic, public consumer finance
company has a newly created po sition
due to growth. Id eal candidates should
possess two -plus years of experience,
strong spreadsheet and communication
skills in a financial service environment. CPA or CMA preferred. Excellent
benefits including a salary to $40,000.

A well -kno wn co mmercial b ankin g institution is seeking two experienced
professionals. This challenging environment provides diverse oppo rtun ities to
be involved in finan cial rep o rtin g an d
analysis, bu dget preparation , financial
statements and various special projects. Minimum req uirements include
two -plus years of prior experience in a
financial services, corporate accounting
environ ment and a "goal oriented " personality ! A comp etitive benefits package is available in ad dition to a salary
to $40,000.

International high -tech m anufacturing
company has a fantastic opportunity for
a co ntract negotiator! Responsibilities
will include not only contract negotiations but project proposal development
for costing and pricing, contract review
and special projects. Candidates will
certainly be noticed if they have internation al contracts exposure and at
least three years of contract and pricing
experience! Salary to $60,000 including
exceptional benefits and promotional
opportunities!

This is an excellent career opportunity
for an ambitious, motivated professional! Join a m ajor NYC non - profit and
rise to the top! Responsibilities include
ban k reconciliations, cash receipts,
jo u rn al entries and cash m anagement
reports. If you possess the "self starter"
attrib utes including thoroughness, accuracy and efficiency, why look any further? BS/BA in Accounting is desired.
Salary to $30,000 with good benefits.

An interactive technology winner in the
hospitality industry has recently expanded into the international marketplace! Responsibilities include inventory
control and accounting and im plem entation/m aintenance of standard cost
system. Requirements include five -plus
years in a m ultinational environm ent
with a background with an automated
purchaselinventory system and familiarity with GAAP. Excellent upside
potential including a salary to $65,000.

A rapidly growing home health care
provider seeks a CPA to manage the Accounting Department. If you possess excellent supervisory and organizational
skills, this career choice will be hard to
resist! With short -term advancement to
the Controller position, this is an excellent first move from Public Accounting
into the private sector. Salary to
$60,000 including great benefits.

International oil manufacturer seeks
a two -p lus years' general accountant.
Responsibilities include journal entries,
finan cial statem ents, tax compliance,
general ledger maintenance and account reconciliations. Public Accounting
and a private industry background
preferred but not required. CPA/CMA
considered a plus. Great benefits including advancement opportunities and
a salary to $43,000.

International jewelry manufacturer
seeks a four -plus years' manager to
oversee all general accounting personnel and functions. This highly visible
position reports to the Controller while
supervising financial reporting and
analysis and various special projects.
A BS/BA in Accounting or Finance is
desired; a CPA is a plus. Salary to
$60,000 plus great benefits.

A Public Accounting firm seeks a six -plus
years' professional to provide a full spectrum of services to their financial service
clients. You will initially qualify if you
have a "big picture" perspective, a winning p ersonality and the ability to get
the "job done." CPA is preferred. Great
benefits including partner potential,
salary to $60,000 and a year -end bonus.

Thirty- year -old industrial products
manufacturer and distributor offers
great stability and unique m anagement
approach! Team oriented corporate culture focuses on group projects, cost accounting, monthly close and tax compliance. Requirem ents include three or
more years of sim ilar industry experience in a job cost environment. CMA
preferred. Excellent benefits package
includes year -end bonus, ESOP and a
salary to $35,000.

A Classified Section

Growth - oriented, public high -tech
printing and document managem ent
firm seeks analy st fo r th e Advanced
Products
Group.
Respon sibilities
in clude revenu e an d exp ense an aly sis
as well as new bu siness d evelo p men t
including initial drafts of bu siness
plans. You will stan d a p ar t fr o m th e
rest if you are self - confident with strong
analytical skills. Great benefits include
a salary to $40,000.

$100 - million NYSE- listed commercial
electronics firm seeks top fin ancial and
management skills to gro w th e b u siness! Partner with mu ltinatio nal d ivision p residents to h elp th is co m pan y
fully realize its poten tial. Experience
requirem ents in clud e solid electro nics
manufacturing experien ce background.
Prior CFO exp erience considered ideal.
Salary to $140,000 inclu din g ex cellent
benefits.

A progressive $200 - million manufacturer seeks a CPA or CMA with at least
two years of manufacturing experience.
If you have visions of rising to the top,
why not start here! The skills you
should possess include a comprehensive
knowledge of PC and mainframe application s. Responsibilities include financial rep ortin g, budgeting and fixed asset maintenance. Good benefits as well
as quality of life environment. Salary to
$45,000.

A $100 - million privately held wholesaler seeks a hands -on "shaker and
mover" to sup ervise the Accounting
Dep artmen t. Responsibilities will inclu de financial reporting and analysis,
budgeting, tax compliance and supervision of fou r professional staff. PC and
mainframe proficiency required in additio n to a "d o what it take s" attitude.
This "casual" environment offers good
benefits an d salary to $50,000.

Mid -sized financial services firm seeks
an experienced professional to perform
treasury functions. Responsibilities will
in clud e daily cash m anagem ent, com mercial p ap er trading, security transfers, international hedging, cash projections, and various special projects. Ideal
can didates will possess a background
in public accounting and/or treasury
man agem en t. Excellent benefits and
a salary to $45,000.

An excellent career oppo rtunity exists with a Northeast con sumer products manufacturer for professio nals po ssessin g a corp orate tax an d SEC reporting background.
While supervising two staff, you will be respo nsible for federal and state incom e tax
compliance, SEC and managemen t rep orts, fin ancial statemen t analysis and consolidations. BS/BA in Accountin g or Finance is required, CPAICMA preferred. Excellent
benefits include a salary to $65,000.

A fast - growing insurance holding company seeks an experienced auditor.
Qualified candidates will have three or
more years of financial, operational and
systems auditing experience. Some
travel is required and advancem ent
opportunities are available. BSBA in
Accounting or Finance and CMA or
CPA candidates required. Salary to
$45,000 with good benefits.

Publicly traded Chicago -based company
seeks an experienced professional for a
newly created position. Here is your
opportunity to be a key player for acquisition analysis, allocation and due
diligence. You are required to have a
minimum of two-plus years' of experience in corporate and partnership taxation with strong research skills. Salary
to $45,000 with great benefits.

Northeast manufacturer takes technology out of the lab and into consum er
products! Rapid growth has led to the
company's need for a one -plus year
experienced professional with strong
systems skills. Responsibilities include
inventory control, project/job cost
accounting, overhead allocation and
general ledger analysis. A BS/BA in
Accounting or Finance and the desire to
work in a fast -paced environment will
initially qualify you for this high - profile
position! Salary to $35,000 including
excellent benefits.
A large subsidiary of a Fortune 500 seeks
an experienced accountant. Responsibilities include cost accounting plant and
systems support, general ledger closing,
budget and variance analysis. Ideal candidates will possess at least one year
of m anufacturing financial accounting
and mainframe system s exposure with
a proficiency Excel. Salary to $35,000
including excellent benefits.
in

A Fortune 500 subsidiary seeks an
experienced professional to support the
inventory control system. Additional
responsibilities include field train in g,
inventory depletion analysis, reconciliations and location audits. BS/BA in
Accounting or Finance, at least one year
of financial acco un tin g in a m anu facturing environ men t, inventory con trol
systems exposure and a proficiency
with Excel spread sh eets are req uired .
Salary to $35,000 inclu ding good
benefits.

Rates: $4.00 per word -- 15 word
minimum. Advertising copy over
50 words is charged at display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers count
as one word each. All classified
advertising must be prepaid. Non comrnissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for copy
is 21 days preceding month of
publication.
Copy: All advertising must be submitted in typewritten, double spaced form. No telephone orders accepted. Copy may be
faxed to Alice Schulman at (201)
573 -0639.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves
the right to accept or reject advertisements for MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING` Classified.
Payments: Payment in U.S. funds
must accompany each order.
Mail copy to MANAGEMENT AcCOUNTING", Attn: Alice Schulman,
10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760. Tel. 1-800 -638-4427,
Ext. 280.
Display Classified: One- twelfth
page it 13116" x 4") is available at
$822.

QUICKENS CHECKS
CHEAPERI
Compatible with Intuit's
Quicken®, QuickBooksO
Order 1000 —Bonus 250 FREE.
800- 378.4100 ►
t mw

We Think
Id's Time
1b Start
Accountin
For Yourse.
Yuu'vr put m the huuh. The
years.Youknow the accounting
business. You just need to know
more about the business of
accounting.
That's where we come in.
We're America's =1 accounting
franchise. We'll provide you the
tax expertise, the systems, the
support. Andshow you proven
ways togget clients. (:all us at

1.800.3231292.

It's time to begin yourcareer.
Again.

CPAnalyst
Can you create financial reports
including charts, graphs, and
written analysis in less than 30
minutes? With CPAnalyst you
can!! CPAnalyst provides a professionally prepared, 15 -20 page
report that is clear and easy to
understand.
To order a free demonstration disk, call the Illinois CPA
Society —(312) 993 -0393.

CMA EXAM REVIEW SOFTWARE
$124 DOWN — $124 AFTER YOU PASS

ABC /ABM SOFTWARE

Over 1200 questions with 6000 answer
rationales. 35 years' experience teaching
CMA review courses in one extraordinary
computerized program. $249 for entire
exam or $75 per part, 50% down —the
balance AFTER you pass.
Call WiseGuides at 1 -800- 713 -2098

Activity
Analyzerfm
for
Windows. Integrated activity,
process and product costing for
manufacturing and service industries. Measure resource utilization, capacity, cycle time and
NVA costs by activity and
process. Link process informaCALL (800) 87 -GLEIM
tion with process flow diagrams.
MOST: Comprehensive, easy -to -use, up -to- Over 140 reports plus report
date, inexpensive, and widely used books writer. Powerful import/export.
and software.
Lead Software, Inc.
(630) 351 -5155
Free brochure /demo disk.

Has your career
progression stalled?
Let our recruitment specialists conduct confidential searches on your
behalf for Financial positions in
Fortune 100 companies,
Contact our office at (812) 838 -6636
or fax your resume to (812) 838 -6648.
F- O- R- T -U -N -E of
Southwest Indiana
P.O. Box 246
Mt. Vernon, IN 47620
Our client companies pay our fees.

SENIOR ACCOUNTANT
Leading electrical manufacturer
seeks candidate to perform cost
development, accounting, variance
reporting, and finance projects. BS in
Accounting or Finance with one to
three years' manufacturing experience required. CMA/CPA a plus.
For consideration, mail resume to:
Square D Company
Human Resources Department A
P.O. Box 9247
Columbia, SC 29290

F- O- R- T -U -N -E of Columbia is an
authority in the placement of Manufacturing Management Accounting
V.P. Finance to $125K
professionals nationwide. We conduct
Controller to $90K
searches for CFO, VP Finance, ConCost Manager to $60K
troller, Cost Manager and Financial
Sr. Financial Analyst to $55K
Analyst positions in the $40,000 to
Cost Accountant to $50K
$150,000 range. To discuss our curPlease call to discuss current position rent opportunities, call (803) 788 openings at 1- 800 -700 -0103 and mail 8877 You may fax your resume to
your resume to:
(803) 788 -1509 or mail to:
We specialize in the
placement of Accounting
professionals nationwide.

BUSINESS SERVICES'

Steve Newton — President
Charter Career Consultants
8318 Pineville- Matthews Rd.
Box 708 -273
Charlotte, NC 28226
Fax: (803) 635-7749

F- O- R- T -U -N -E
Personnel Cons ultants
of Columbia, Inc.
P.O. Box 23728, Dept. MA
Columbia, SC 29224

160HAWTHORNEPARK-ATHENS,GA30606

Our client companies pay our fees.

Our client companies pay our fees.
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Tired of the Same Old CPE?
STOP SETTLING!
Subscribe to CPE CHOICES Todayl
Discount Offers!
Numerous Providersl
Hundreds of listings each yearI
Send $14.95 for annual subscriptions to:
BFS ( #M2), POB 4292
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729 -4292
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THISPUBLICATION
AVAILABLEFROMUMI

Page

ABC Technologies Inc.
AcuPrint
Adaytum Software
Accountants on Call
Armstrong Laing, Inc.
BNA Tax Management
CFM Program
CMA Program
Corporate Photography Direct
Decision Support Technology Inc.
Hyperion Software
IMA Bulletin Board Service
IMA Executive Education Programs
IMA Regional Education Assistance Programs
IMA/CMA Pens
IMA/CMA Polo Shirts
IMA CPE Self -Study Quiz
IMA Foundation for Applied Research, Inc.
Lambers
Longview
Malibu
MicroMash
Northwestern Mutual Life
Norwest Mortgage, Inc.
Open Systems
Padgett Business Services
Pendock Mallorn Ltd.
Price Waterhouse
RIA
Robert Half International Inc.
Robert Half International Inc.
Marketplace
Sapling
SAS Institute, Inc.
SRC Software
SoftEx
SYNEX Systems
Systems Union
UMI

Available in one or more
of the following formats:
• In Microform
• In Paper
• Electronically, on CD -ROM,
online, and/or magnetic tape
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25
51
71
12
7
71
12b
12b
57
57
12a
63
42
C -3
37
14
5
31
19
70
43
C -4
17
13

Call toll -free 1 -800- 521 -0600,
ext 2888, for more information.

UMI
A Bell & Howell Company
Box 49
300 North Zeeb Road
P.O. Box 1346
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 -1346
313- 761 -1203 Fax

ConnecttotheIMA
BulletinBoardService
Since July 1994, IMA members have taken advantage
of this exciting information and communication service. All you need is a PC and a modem to participate.
Here are just some of the services available now:
J Toll -free 1- 800- 229 -1268 and 24- hour/7-day
availability.

68 & 69
27
11
41
35
23
1
71

J "How to Use the IMABBS " manual available for
downloading.
lJ Job (employment) opportunities. Service Area #13.
Monthly membership and competition reports
(VPs, NDs and Chapter Presidents only).
J 1996 IMA Catalog of Publications.
CMA exam dates and review course locations.
• Continuing Ed and REAP course info.

CORPORATEPHOTOGRAPHY
•
•
•
•
•

Your Ad Should
Be Here

E xecutive portraiture
On -site pho to graphy
P ro duct pho to gr aphy
Illustrative photo graphy
Industrial pho to graphy

• Syndicated News newsletter in ASCII,
WordPerfect, and Acrobat PDF formats.
U Extensive message capabilities. This encourages
an open forum for topical discussions between
members throughout the country.

IPC

for:
Advertising
Annual reports
Trade shows
In -house publications
Archives
Public Relations

J Late- breaking IMA bulletins and news items.

ENTERPRISES

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING®

For Inforrnatiort
- Call 212/252 -0222

Corporate Photography Direct
(212) 242 -2000

Fax: 212/252 -1020

As seen monthly on the c over of

LUl

J Listings of current Chapter Presidents, Employment Directors, and Newsletter Directors.
J IMA Suggestion Box Service Area #22.
If you have any questions or problems connecting
to the IMA Bulletin Board Service, please call
Tony Plescia at 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 256, or e-mail at
imatonyp @class.org
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formation
Center

The Mcleod Information Center is a membership benefit of
the IMA and provides one -stop
access to research, bibliographies, photocopies of articles
from periodicals, circulating
books, audiotapes, and video.
tapes. Please contact Shah§
Sanente, manager, Information
Center, at (800) 68&4427, eat.
235, or navasart@dan.org.

Shah& Navasarl Sanentz, Editor
MEASUREMENTS FOR
EFFECTIVE DECISION-

MAKING
M,L. Srikanth and S.A.
Robertson, Spectrum Publishing Co., 1062 Barnes Road,
Wallingford, CT 06492, (203)
284.8998, 1995, 175 pp.
This 12 -ounce volume is literally going to be worth its
weight in gold to many readers of this magazine. With
gold at $400 per ounce can
the contents be worth more
than $5,000? In this reviewer's opinion, yes.
While a lot has been written about the Theory of Constraints (TOC), Messrs.
Srikanth and Robertson have
managed to pull together the
benefits without getting
bogged down in the details.
Every IMA member in a
manufacturing or distribution operation should read
this book because it undoubtedly will challenge some
long -held assumptions.
The emphasis is, as the
title suggests, on the measurements that a firm needs
to undertake in order to
make the right decisions.
By focusing on what to look
at, and how to measure it,
almost everyone will start
to see his or her own operation from a totally different
focus.
In 20 pages the authors
prove the following:
"While every facet of labor
costs and other cost elements
have been measured to
72

McLEODINFORMATIONCENTERHASBOOKS-ON-TAPE
In response to strong initial IMA member interest, the McLeod Information Center has beefed up its circulating collection of book summaries on audiocassette.
Below are examples of the many titles (Copyright © Audio -Tech Business Book
Summaries) available for you to borrow for a nominal fee ($5 per tape —a minimum of two tapes per request —to cover the second - day - air /two -way shipping
costs prepaid by the IMA) on a first -come, first -served basis:
Clicking by F. Popcorn and L. Marigold (1996)
Selling on the Internetby J. C. Gonyea and W. M. Gonyea (1996)
Reinventing the Businessby R. L Harmon (1996)
Value Migrationby A. Slywotzky (1996)
The Reengineering Revolutionby M. Hammer (1995)
The Art of the Turnaroundby M. Schuchmen and J. White (1995)
Reengineering Managementby J. Champy (1995)
For a complete list of titles: 1800) 638 -4427, ext. 236, or novasart@class.org.

minute levels of detail, even
rudimentary information
regarding shipments, lead
times, etc., are generally not
available. Performance to
budget has been the holy
grail of operations managers,
while performance to customer expectations has only
appeared on the `radar
screen' lately."
In Chapter 8, on Capital
Investment Decisions, the
authors really turn the traditional capital budgeting
approach on its head, arguing persuasively that investing in cost - reducing capital
equipment may not accomplish very much. If the area
of proposed cost reduction is
not a bottleneck operation,
then reducing its costs really accomplishes little in
terms of total firm profits.
Only capital expenditures at
bottleneck operations should
be undertaken.
Only one fault can be
found. The authors did not

IIIANAGMUNTACC0I!l1T10 OGTdBEA 1996

put in a real -life case study
regarding implementation of
their ideas.— Alfred M. King,
CMA, Valuation Research Corp.,
Princeton, N.J.

THETURBOCHARGED
COMPANY
Larry Goddard and David
Brown, York Publishing Ca,
16781 Chagrin Blvd., Suite
336, Shaker Heights, OH
44120, (216) 491-0251,306 pp.
Here is a book that pulls
together the best of current
management theory and
takes the mystery out of
what to do first. The authors
have studied
the practices
1 ► ' of top -performing companies and
have uncovered four
foundations
that are correlated with
extraordinarily high returns.
The premise is that these

foundations can be recreated
in any company, regardless of
its current condition. The key
to joining the "turbocharged"
few is to concentrate on
building one foundation at
a time:
• Unleash people power.
Turbocharged companies
use the creativity and
enthusiasm of their people as secret weapons.
The techniques advocated here will lead to an
internal revolution
where "resisters" are
overcome and everyone
works toward a common
goal.
• Revere customers. Not
surprisingly, turbocharged companies seek
to understand and fulfill
customer needs and find
ways to exceed all
expectations.
• Pursue productivity
relentlessly. Process reengineering can work
within this three- tiered
context, but it is likely
to fail as a stand -alone
program.
■ Dominate your micro niche. The most successful of companies know
what they do best. They
operate on a well- defined
playing field and keep
that field tilted in their
favor by building and
maintaining competitive
advantages.— Doreen
Remmen, CMA, controller,
NYF Corp., Paramus, N.J.

The only truly integrated, multidimensional
decisionsupport solution available.
Many of today's leading companies
are counting on Khalix to provide them
with the competitive advantage they
need to succeed.
They realize that Khalix is the most
innovative and comprehensive corporate wide financial analysis solution available.
The client /server software is a nonintrusive, multi - dimensional, decision
support system specifically designed to
better analyze financial data in a dynamic
business environment.

Standard functionality includes
consolidation, budgeting, forecasting,
planning, reporting, and analysis —all
integrated into one application.
Khalix's fully integrated functionality
and built -in OLAP, EIS, financial
modeling and data warehouse capabilities
can help strategically position you for the
future. Call Longview for an on -site demo
to witness the power and speed of Khalix.

0

Longview
Longview Solutions, Inc.
Valleyhrooke Corporate Center • 301 Undenwood Drive • Suite 300 • Malvern, PA 19355
Tel: (610) 889 -9380 • Fax: (610) 889 -2422
Longview and Khalix are registered trademarks of Longview Solutions, Inc.
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Finally,
A Solution For Companies
Serious About
Cyst Management.

ACTIVA"" is the first in a whole new generation of st
management software. ACTIVA offers manufacturing an r
companies the ability to make better and quicker decisions to c
today's complex business issues. This includes planning and but
ing, valuing products and processes, measuring profitability and
managing costs across their entire organization.

Call Price Waterhouse
to learn more about

ACTIVA was developed to handle the complexity of activity
based costing but is equally supportive of more conventional costing
practices, as well. It efficiently manages information across multiple
periods for multiple locations. Further, it presents information in
multiple currencies, should your cost management needs be global.

ACTIVA,

ACTIVA was developed using state -of- the -art client/server
technology to support numerous concurrent users. It is an open
system that can be processed on any UNIX0 compatible platform
employing the Oracle® relational database and utilizing a Windows®
user interface. The result is a highly functional, secure, user - friendly
system capable of processing and disseminating vast amounts of
information quickly and efficiently.

the simple solution to
the complexity of
cost management.

ACTIVA, the solution for companies who take cost
management seriously.
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Prke Waterhouse
01996 Price Waterhouse LLC. Management Consulting. All names and trademarks are of their respective owners. ACTIVA" is a trademark of Price Waterhouse LUC. Windows* is a registered trademark of
Microsoft Corporation. UNIX' is a registered trademark in the United States and other countries licensed exclusively through X-Open Company. Oracle' is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation.
Price Waterhouse LLC is herein referred to as Price Waterhouse.
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